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Hispanic American Issue 
ABOUT ELBERT COVELL COLLEGE 
In its llOth year ( 1961) as a chartered institution, the University 
of the Pacific boldly announced that it would grow larger, but in 
doing so, it would endeavor to retain its small-college tradition. 
Under the presidency of Robert E. Burns, Pacific has coordinated 
Oxford and Cambridge-style cluster colleges with the best in Amer-
ican higher educational practices. 
Each of these colleges would have its own individuality, its own 
provost, its own housing, common room, dining hall, etc., and each 
would operate on a near-tutorial system, with a defensible student-
faculty ra tio. Each college would offer high-quality interdepart-
mental courses, with much independent work in the first two years 
and tutorials in the upper two years. 
Elbert Covell College opened in 1963 as the second cluster at 
Pacific. It is a Spanish-speaking college within an English-speaking 
university. Under the direction of Arthur J. Cullen, Covell has set 
as its goals mutual understanding, assistance and progress among 
the Americas. It provides realistic, practical educational service to 
both Latin and North American students. One of the many im-
portant objectives of the College is to provide students from both 
of the Americas an opportunity to understand the bicultural di-
mensions of the New vVorld. 
Currently, one half of the 150 students attending Elbert Covell 
College have come from 17 countries in Latin America. The re-
mainder are North Americans, representing 14 states. Faculty 
members also represent both hemispheres. Twenty-five Covelianos 
will receive bachelor's degrees in June, bringing to 90 the number 
of Covell alumni. 
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EDITORIAL 
Latin Americanists on the West Coast have been meeting an-
nually since 1956, when the Pacific Coast Council on Latin Ameri-
can Studies ( PCCLAS) was formed. Each yearly gathering has 
been held on a different campus. 
To prepare for the conference in Stockton, the Covell -faculty 
worked as a committee. The theme, it was decided, should reflect 
the thrust of Elbert Covell's program in the bicultural area. Panels 
were propposed in the areas of instruction available to Covell stu-
dents. For the first time a panel of natural scientists was added to 
the PCCLAS meeting. The economics section continued a discus-
sion of development capital that had started at the 1967 meeting. 
A year earlier, the economics panel was oriented toward the role of 
private capital in the economic development process; ours focused 
on the participation of public funds. As accelerated urban 
growth is one of the outstanding characteristics of contemporary 
Latin America, people familiar with urban problems were 
asked to participate in a panel on the problems of urban 
growth in the Latin American region. A specific request was made 
by participants in the Eugene, Oregon meeting to include a fine 
arts panel at each PCCLAS meeting thereafter. In compliance with 
that request, we were able to offer a program on Mexico, based on 
the Covell collection of artifacts . (Photographs of some items ap-
pear in this issue.) Reflecting on important developments in Cali-
fornia, as well as Elbert Covell, we included panels on bilingual 
education and on Mexican-American acculturation. 
In addition to the panels, we were able to bring Raul Prebisch 
to the West Coast for his first public appearance in this area. It was 
a pleasure for us to have Lewis Hanke as the banquet speaker. 
Our recruitment efforts were based, in part, on a desire to bring 
newcomers into the program, to increase participation of Latin-
Americans in the event, and offer a portion of the sessions in 
Spanish. The selections of papers included this Hispanic American 
Issue of the Pacific Historian reflect our goals. 
Although the efforts of the Covell faculty have been mentioned, 
those efforts were backed by the enthusiasm and assistance of Ia 
Alianza Estudiantil, the student governing body of Covell College. 
The participation of Dr. Hanke was made possible by the Bishop 
George H. Miller Lectureship administered through Callison Col-
lege, UOP. Other divisions of the University that cooperated with 
us at various stages of the planning were Public Relations and 
Inter-American Studies (graduate program). 
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DR. LARRY L. PIPPIN, Chairman, PCCLAS, 1967-68 
Guest Consultant, this issue. 
El lmpacto de Ia Coferencia de Ia 
UNClAD celebrada en nueva Delhi en 1968 
Dr. Raul Prebisch, Secretary-General of UNCT AD 
Se me ha pedido que hable de los problemas de mi organizacion, 
la Conferencia sobre Comercio y Desarrollo, y la reciente reunion 
de Nueva Delhi. Lo voy a hacer, como es natural en este recinto, 
desde el punto de vista latinoamericano. Para ello quisiera presentar 
lo que a mi juicio es el problema fundamental que Latinoamerica 
tiene por delante, desde el punto de vista economico y social, y es 
la clara insuficiencia diwimica del sistema economico, en la forma 
en que esta funcionando, para absorber en los sectores modemos 
de la economia el incremento constante y creciente de poblacion 
que llega a la edad activa. Este es un problema sumamente serio, 
sobre el cual yo vengo llamando la atencion en los ultimos aiios sin 
efectos perceptibles ni en la America Latina, ni en los medios 
internacionales que tienen que tener una clara preocupacion por 
los problemas de la America Latina. 
Cuando hablo de este problema se me dice en seguida: pues, es 
un problema de explosion demografica; controlese la natalidad y el 
problema se va a resolver. Yo estoy muy de acuerdo con la 
necesidad de una vigorosa poHtica demografica en la America 
Latina, as! como en el resto del mundo en desarrollo, pero no nos 
equivoquemos, senores: se podra controlar la natalidad y disminuir 
el numero de los que estan por nacer o antes de que comience el 
proceso, pero el problema que tiene la America Latina en los 
proximos veinte aiios es un problema de absorcion de los que ya 
estan nacidos. No hay poHtica demografica que pueda decapitar a 
los que ya han nacido, ni pHdoras que puedan servir para eliminar 
a los que gradualmente van a llegar a buscar trabajo y no lo van 
a encontrar en los sectores de la economia. Esto es lo que esta ya 
pasando en la America Latina. Es un problema que comienza en 
estos momentos y que a mi juicio va a adquirir proporciones 
gigantescas en los proximos veinte aiios. 
La tasa actual de inversiones y, por ende, la tasa de crecimiento 
economico global de la America Latina-que es inferior a 5% por 
aiio, como se sabe- no es suficiente para resolver este problema. Se 
necesitaria llevar la tasa de crecimiento economico por lo menos a 
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un 7% par aiio, no para resolver a fonda este problema de la 
insuficiencia dinamica del sistema, sino para evitar que el problema 
se agrave. Todo el mundo en la America Latina y los que visitan 
la America Latina perciben este hecho relativamente nuevo de las 
villas miserias, callampas y favelas; este es un fen6meno que en 
parte refleja esa insuficiencia dinamica, pero no es todo el 
problema. Es decir, gente que se desarraiga del campo va a las 
ciudades en busca de trabajo y no se incorpora a la vida urbana, 
sino que queda al margen de ella. Es lo que se ha dado en Hamar 
la poblaci6n marginal, cuyo nttmero es creciente y a mi juicio 
representa el factor explosivo mas formidable que tiene la America 
Latina y que va aumentando dia a dia. A eso se agrega el hecho 
de que el incremento continuo de los elementos dinamicos de la 
sociedad latinoamericana en todos los campos de la actividad, 
tambien representa un problema formidable, porque no hay sufi-
ciente absorci6n en la vida econ6mica de esos hombres j6venes 
capaces con espiritu de construcci6n, con preocupaciones intelec-
tuales y morales que quedan en parte eliminados de la vida activa, 
o trabajando precariamente en ocupaciones que no les dan un 
verdadero horizonte vital. Por lo tanto, par un lado tenemos esa 
acumulaci6n de poblaci6n marginal que es explosiva y por otro 
lado tenemos un detonante, y cualquier accidente interno o externo 
basta para poner el detonante £rente a esta materia explosiva. Y 
ese problema, senores, no se va a resolver par la policia. Se va a 
resolver si atacamos a fondo las raices de esta insuficiencia 
dinamica del sistema econ6mico latinoamericano. 
dC6mo hacerlo? Bueno, creo que en los ultimos veinte aiios se 
ha ido formando una serie de ideas con las cuales ya podria 
llegarse a un sistema de ideas, a un diagn6stico y a una clara 
presentaci6n de lo que hay que hacer en la America Latina, ante 
todo, las grandes reformas en la estructura econ6mica y social que 
requiere la America Latina. Nose sacara el fruto que pueda darnos 
la tecnologia contemporanea para elevar el nivel de vida atraves 
del aumento de la productividad sin grandes reformas, sin veneer 
las fuerzas enormes que en la America Latina se oponen a la 
transformaci6n de la estructura econ6mica y social, sin una clara 
politica demografica, sin un cambia de actitudes £rente a los 
problemas econ6micos y sociales, sin una disciplina del desarrollo. 
No busquemos remedios parciales; no queremos que el problema, 
como se esta diciendo con mas y mas insistencia en la America 
Latina, consista simplemente en aumentar la productividad agricola. 
Si, es necesaria una verdadera revoluci6n tecnol6gica en la agri-
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cultura latinoamericana para aumentar la productividad, para tener 
acceso a la tecnologia, y ademas, por razones sociales evidentes. 
La tasa de aumento de productividad agricola en la America Latina 
en los ultimos diez aiios se calcula en uno y medio por ciento por 
aiio. Hay que llevar esa tasa a un nivel muy superior. Pero dque 
va a pasar si se obtiene exito, como espero, en una gran campaiia 
de revoluci6n tecnol6gica en la agricultura que ya ha comenzado 
con algunos actos timidos pero sin la intensidad que esto debiera 
alcanzar? Que va a pasar, senores, cuando la introducci6n de 
tecnologias modernas, eleva la productividad? Que se va a necesitar 
absorber menos gente que en el pasado en la tierra en la America 
Latina. Es un fen6meno hist6rico independientemente de los 
sistemas econ6micos y sociales. Quiere decir que si ponemos el 
acento en la revoluci6n tecnol6gica de la agricultura, sin actuar 
sobre los otros sectores de la economia en tal forma que se absorba 
esa poblaci6n que ya no puede trabajar eficazmente en la agri-
cultura, vamos a crear un problema de insuficiencia dinamica 
mucho mas grave del que tenemos ahora, mucho mas grave que el 
que ha ocurrido cuando la productividad aumentaba tan lentamente 
en la agricultura. La soluci6n del problema esta por lo tanto en 
la estrecha vinculacion entre el proceso de aumento de produc-
tividad en la agricultura con una aceleraci6n del ritmo de in-
dustrializaci6n en la America Latina y el desarrollo de otros 
sectores modernos de la economia sobre la base de inversiones de 
infraestructura, etc., cosas plenamente conocidas. Y aqui nos en-
contramos con otra dificultad considerable resultado del ana-
cronismo prevaleciente en la forma de pensar de los grupos 
dirigentes de la America Latina y es que la idea del mercado 
comun tropieza con enormes dificultades. Se ha logrado que esta 
idea penetre en el medio centroamericano, que es motivo de orgullo 
para los centroamericanos. Alii, el problema era simple; no habia 
industrias, no habia intereses creados, habia un sentimiento favorable 
a la integraci6n. Se ha logrado la integraci6n en ese grupo de 
parses. Pero el esfuerzo que se inici6 hace pocos aiios para llegar 
a un mercado comun latinoamericano, encuentra enormes difi-
cultades de todo orden: intereses creados que provienen de 
una industria que se ha desarrollado en microcosmos, en 
compartimientos estancos con una protecci6n exagerada. Todo eso 
hist6ricamente comprensible; no creo que pudiera haberse hecho 
otra cosa durante los aiios treinta y durante la segunda guerra 
mundial, pero hoy el caso es diferente. Pretender seguir industria-
lizando la America Latina en veinte compartimientos estancos, 
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sin el estimulo vivo de la competencia, sin la division del trabajo, 
sin la especializacion, es caer en el mas tremendo y absurdo error. 
Y sin embargo, los intereses creados, la falta de comprension del 
problema, un nacionalismo anacronico e inaceptable, estan im-
pidiendo que se vaya dando los pasos necesarios para la integracion 
economica de la America Latina, con el ritmo rapido que las 
necesidades de la realidad imponen. 0 sea, que en la America 
Latina nos encontramos con resistencias a estos cambios estruc-
turales, dos de los cuales a mi juicio son los mas importantes, la 
tierra y la reforma industrial. La gente habla de reforma agraria 
y se olvida que hay que hacer tambien una reforma industrial, que 
hay que modernizar la industria para darle la vitalidid y el 
elemento de crecimiento que representa la industrializacion en la 
America Latina si esta bien orientada. 
Ahora quisiera vincular el problema latinoamericano con los 
problemas de la politica de cooperacion internacional, es decir, 
vincular Latinoamerica a los grandes problemas de UNCTAD, la 
institucion que me ha tocado la suerte y privilegio de dirigir, 
aunque debo declararles a Uds. que la carga es agobiante. 
dPor que razon Latinoamerica se interesa en UNCTAD, aunque 
tal vez no con la intensidad con que debieramos? Porque la mas 
eficaz, la mas clarividente politica de desarrollo econ6mico y 
social en la America Latina no podra dar resultados positives si no 
se realiza en una atmosfera exterior distinta de la que prevalece en 
estes mementos. Es decir que el desarrollo de la America Latina 
asi como el desarrollo de otras regiones perifericas del mundo, 
exige inevitable, imperiosa y urgentemente una nueva politica de 
cooperacion internacional, tanto en el campo del comercio, como 
en el campo de la ayuda, o si se quiere hablar con mas propiedad, 
de la transferencia de recursos financieros de los grandes centres 
industriales a los paises en desarrollo, y voy a explicar por que 
razon el crecimiento se vera siempre frenado si no aumentan las 
exportaciones latinoamericanas. Es por una razon muy sencilla. 
Empezamos a exponer, con gran escandalo de los economistas de 
los paises desarrollados en general hace quince afios en la CEP AL, 
la teoria del "trade gap" que hoy se acepta perc entonces no se 
aceptaba. Nuestra tesis fue esta: el aumento del ingreso per capita, 
como es sabido, desde hace tiempo, se manifiesta en una demanda 
de productos industriales y servicios que crece con gran intensidad, 
mientras que la demanda de productos primarios crece con gran 
lentitud y ese es el fenomeno caracteristico de las relaciones entre 
Centres y Periferia. Las exportaciones de productos primaries, salvo 
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la afortunada excepcwn del petr6leo y algunos otros pocos pro-
ductos, tienden a crecer con gran lentitud; en cambia, el desarrollo 
econ6mico requiere, conforme aumenta el ingreso per capita, una 
masa creciente de importaciones. Hay por lo tanto una disparidad 
de tendencias, disparidad entre la tendencia de la exportaci6n a 
crecer lentamente y la tendencia de las importaciones a crecer 
rapidamente. Este es el "gap", esta es la brecha entre estos dos 
fen6menos, y no es posible acelerar la tasa de crecimiento y, por lo 
tanto, resolver el problema de la insuficiencia dinamica que les 
habia presentado anteriormente, si no se logra, par un lado, 
disminuir el ritrno de crecimiento de importaciones, cosa que tiene 
Hmites muy cercanos en este mundo de tecnologia que crea nuevas 
productos y nuevas formas de producci6n, y, par otro lado, si no 
se logra aumentar las exportaciones. Esto es vital- aumentar las 
exportaciones-pero ya sabemos muy bien que en materia de pro-
ductos primarios, las posibilidades de un aumento intenso de ex-
portaciones son limitadas por razones naturales, espontaneas de la 
economfa : la sustituci6n de productos naturales par sinteticos, y las 
transformaciones que el incremento del ingreso ocasionan en la 
demanda, par ejemplo. Es cierto que la politica proteccionista que 
caracteriza gran parte de los paises industriales agrega nuevas ele-
mentos adversos a este cuadro de lento crecimiento de las expor-
taciones, pero a{m con una polftica liberal de comercio exterior par 
la cual se esta luchando en UNCTAD, aun en un hip6tesis muy 
favorable de apertura gradual de los mercados de los grandes 
centros a la producci6n primaria de los pafses perifericos, no vamos 
a resolver el problema de la disparidad-lo vamos a atenuar no 
mas- si no hay un vigoroso desenvolvimiento de las exportaciones 
industriales de los paises perifericos a los centros. Crear las con-
diciones para desenvolver el intercambio industrial entre los paises 
en desarrollo y los pafses desarrollados es otro de los grandes ob-
jetivos de UNCTAD. dC6mo realizar ese objetivo? En primer lugar, 
dando facilidades, disminuyendo los aranceles en los pafses in-
dustriales para las importaciones provenientes de los pafses en 
desarrollo. dQue es lo que ha sucedido en los ultimos aiios? Cada 
vez que los pafses en desarrollo han logrado desarrollar sus ex-
portaciones, par ejemplo en materia textil, han sobrevenido limi-
taciones. Son comprensibles, pero no es menos cierto que eso frena 
el desarrollo industrial y el intercan1lJio. Claro que el campo textil 
es un caso extrema. Hay una larga gama de productos que los 
paises en desarrollo podrian mandar a los pafses desarrollados. Par 
eso es que en UNCTAD, en la Primera Conferencia de Ginebra 
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del aiio 1964, los paises en desarrollo solicitaron a los paises 
desarrollados que bajaran sus aranceles para las exportaciones in-
dustriales de los paises en desarrollo sin que se bajaran las tarifas 
simultaneamente en el intercambio entre paises desarrollados. Eso 
es lo que se ba dado en Hamar La Politica Preferencial. Esta idea 
encontro enormes dificultades en la Primera Conferencia. Fue 
aceptada por una serie de paises, aunque no siempre en forma clara-
con una serie de reservas y posibles restricciones- pero fue recba-
zada terminantemente, y basta diria violentamente, por los Estados 
Unidos. Hecuerdo que en las ultimas negociaciones de la con-
ferencia tuve pna conversacion con el jefe de la delegacion norte-
americana que conocia yo, con el cual tenia amistad de tiempo 
atras, y me dijo, "No insista Ud. en esta absurda idea, porque los 
Estados Unidos jamas van a aceptar una idea que se aparte de la 
politica que siguen en esta materia desde su vida independiente." 
Y le dije, "Embajador, en el afio 1954 la CEPAL (Conferencia 
Economica para America Latina), a cuyo frente estaba entonces, 
presento a una conferencia interamericana- respondiendo a un 
pedido de la Organizacion da Estados Americanos- un documento 
sobre lo que habia que bacer en la politica de cooperacion de los 
Estados Unidos a la America Latina. En ese documento abogamos 
por una serie de ideas, entre elias la creacion del Banco Interameri-
cano, la industrializacion, la planificacion del desarrollo, la ne-
cesidad de acuerdos b.isicos para evitar las fluctuaciones excesivas 
de productos primarios, y la necesidad de aumentar la transferencia 
de recursos financieros a la America Latina. La delegacion de los 
Es·-ados Unidos recbanzo desde el principia basta el fin todo lo que 
habiamos propuesto. Y no solamente eso, sino que se pidio mi 
cabeza a Dag Hammarskjold, Secretario-General de las Naciones 
Unidas, por presentar semejantes herejias . Sin embargo, ya bajo el 
presidente Eisenhower se creo el Banco Interamericano y bajo 
el Presidente Kennedy se aceptaron todas las ideas fundamentales 
de ese documento." Le dije entonces al embajador, "Debe sentirse 
Ud. balagado por la aptitud de su pais para cambiar ciertas ideas 
tradicionales y recoger ideas nuevas; y asi como esto ha ocurrido 
concerniente a la America Latina-triunfo efimero, por supuesto-
tambisn espero que ocurra en materia de preferencias." 
Pues, senores, el Presidente Johnson en la reunion de Punta del 
Este, hace algo mas de un aiio, dijo que su gobierno habia aceptado 
en principia la idea de una politica preferencial, no solamente para 
la America Latina sino para todos los paises en desarrollo del 
mundo; concepcion que me parece muy acertada, porque no es 
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posible dividir al mundo en compartimientos, en zonas de in-
fluencia. Los Estados U nidos han aceptado la idea de preferencia 
y uno de los meritos de la Conferencia de Nueva Delhi fue que se 
resolviera en principio aceptar esta idea por todos los paises 
desarrollados. Desgraciadamente no se fue mas alla que a la 
definicion del principio, no obstante todos los esfuerzos. Se ha dejado 
para despues la elaboracion de un sistema y se esta trabajando en 
este sentido y espero que en el curso del afio 1969 se pueda llegar a 
elaborar un sistema preferencial para todos los paises en desarrollo. 
Es claro que esto significa apenas abrir mercados. Los paises en 
desarrollo van a tener que hacer un esfuerzo enorme para aprove-
char esas facilidades- un esfuerzo enorme para promover sus ex-
portaciones industriales, dandoles el estimulo, la asistencia tecnica 
necesaria y eliminando los obstaculos que, con frecuencia en los 
paises en desarrollo y especialmente en los paises de la America 
Latina, el empresario individual encuentra en el desarrollo de ex-
portaciones. Una de ellos, la sobrevaluacion periodica de la 
moneda, aquella tentativa de reprimir los efectos de la inflacion, 
actuando sobre un tipo de cambia artificial. La America Latina 
tiene que desarrollar una verdadera politica de promocion de las 
exportaciones si quiere aprovechar estas facilidades que se le 
daran junto con otros pafses en desarrollo en el seno de UNCTAD. 
De manera que en materia de comercio exterior, para atacar el 
problema del "trade gap" se necesita una clara politica tanto en 
materia de promocion de exportaciones tradicionales como de pro-
mocion de exportacion de productos industriales. Pero eso no basta, 
senores, para colmar ese "trade gap", para suprimir gradualmente 
esa disparidad entre exportaciones e importaciones. Es absoluta-
mente esencial que la America Latina tome en serio el problema 
de desarrollar su propio intercambio industrial, y para ello es in-
dispensable la formacion gradual del mercado comun. Tanto por 
la reduccion progresiva de los altos derechos de aduana que pre-
valecen en los paises latinoamericanos, como basta su eliminacion, 
no importa si son quince a1ios o veinte afios, con tal que se haga 
y que se inicie en forma automatica afio tras afio, sino tam bien por ar-
reglo de integracion industrial en ciertas industrias basi cas: por ej-
emplo, el absurdo de la industria siderugica latinoamericana dividida 
en una serie de compartimientos. Estudios de la CEPAL demuestran 
que la integracion, la division racional del trabajo, entre Brasil, 
Argentina, Mexico, Colombia, y Chile, significaria una gran ec-
onomia de inversiones y una rebaja de costas de produccion. Pero, 
ihorror! dComo es posible que se desarrolle un intercambio de 
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productos industriales? c.C6mo es posible que cada pais no pro-
duzca todas las categorias y las clases de hierro y acero? i Horror al 
intercambio! Ese es uno de los obsbiculos mas importantes, ese 
freno intelectual a ver una realidad como es esta. Si los paises de 
Europa, independientemente al sistema econ6mico y social, re-
conocen de mas en mas la necesidad del intercambio; si la Union 
Sovietica, si los Estados U nidos que tienen enormes recursos 
piensan en terminos de comercio exterior crecientes, porque los 
necesita su industrializaci6n; dc6mo es posible que los paises de 
la America Latina, aun en los de gran poblaci6n como el Brasil, 
puedan tener una industria prospera, una siderurgia eficiente, si 
tratan de producir todo lo que, en marteria de siderurgia, ha de 
producirse? Es el absurdo mas grande contra el cual hay que 
combatir. Por lo tanto, el esfuerzo tiene que hacerse por los dos 
lados en materia de comercio exterior. 
Veamos ahora lo de la transferencia de recursos financieros. En 
mis conversaciones en los Estados Unidos, asi como en Europa, se 
me dice con frecuencia: la politica de ayuda financiera de los 
Estados Unidos ha fracasado. dQue ha ocurrido? dPorque la 
America Latina no ha acelerado su tasa de crecimiento no obstante 
los grandes recursos que los Estados Unidos han prestado a la 
America Latina? Por un lado, porque la America Latina no ha 
afrontado seriamente su propio problema de crecimiento. Por otro 
lado, por una raz6n muy sencilla que la voy a explicar. Si Uds. ven 
las estadisticas de los ultimos diez aiios concemiente a la trans-
ferenda de recursos financieros, van a comprobar esta verdad 
espeluznante. Cuando la CEPAL lo dijo, se dijo que era ima-
ginaci6n de los economistas latinoamericanos que juegan con las 
estadisticas para demostrar lo que quieren demostrar. Pues ahora, 
tecnicos del Banco Intemacional, insospechados en cuanto a su 
imparcialidad, han hecho la siguiente comparaci6n entre el monto 
de las transferencias de recursos financieros del exterior a la 
America Latina y el monto de los servicios que paga la America 
Latina en concepto de amortizaci6n y de dividendos, beneficios, 
etc. Venin Uds., en ese informe del senor Abramovich del Banco 
Internacional, un grafico muy interesante en que se dice que en 
los liltimos aiios, la relaci6n entre estas dos magnitudes ha sido 
negativa; es decir, que la transferencia neta de recursos financieros 
ha sido negativa. Lo que se ha eenviado de la America Lataina al 
exterior ha sido superior a lo que se ha recibido del exterior. 
dC6mo creen Uds. que va a haber una real y positiva contribuci6n 
a Ia capitalizaci6n de la America Latina si eso continua? Es im-
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posible. Y el problema es mucho mas agudo en la America Latina 
que en otras partes del mundo, pero nosotros hemos calculado que 
hacia el aiio 1973 6 1974, si sigue el curso de cosas prevalecientes 
en el resto de los paises en desarrollo, se va a tener el mismo 
fen6meno. Esta es una de las explicaciones por las cuales la po-
Htica de homeopatia financiera, que se ha seguido £rente a la 
transferencia al reves de recursos, no da resultados. Hay que tamar 
este problema con sentido realista. Es lo que se ha tratado de 
hacer tambien en Uueve Delhi, donde todos los paises desarrollados 
han reconocido la necesidad de que los paises industriales trans-
fieran recursos financieros por un equivalente de un por ciento de 
su producto bruto a los paises en desarrollo, en distintas formas, 
capital publico, privado, etc. Antes se habia reconocido hacer esta 
transferencia a base de un porciento del ingreso nacional; el re-
conocerse como base el producto bruto significa un 25% de 
aumento. Pero desgraciadamente, no se ha fijado la fecha para la 
realizaci6n de este objetivo, acaso debido a las dificultades mone-
tarias intemacionales. Algunos paises, por ejemplo los paises 
escandinavos, Rolanda y Francia han fijado fecha, pero todavia 
£alta que otros paises lo hagan. Si esto se llegara a hacer, esto 
significaria un aumento notable de la transferencia de recursos. 
Pero no basta eso. A mi juicio, y yo vengo insistiendo en esto en 
el campo de las Naciones Unidas, es indispensable establecer un 
vinculo estrecho entre la transferencia masiva de recursos finan-
cieros a un pais y la presentaci6n de un programa razonablemente 
buena de desarrollo econ6mico y social. N adie puede imponer a 
un pais reformas estructurales ni una disciplina de desarrollo, ni 
la planificaci6n; es algo que concierne a la soberania de cada pais. 
No se pueden imponer esas cosas desde afuera, pero si se puede 
hacer esto: que el pais que esta dispuesto a elaborar una razonable 
poHtica de desarrollo econ6mico y social, y subrayo la palabra 
"social" porque tambien hay que considerar aspectos sociales, 
debiera encontrar los recursos exteriores necesarios para completar 
la insuficiencia de sus propios recursos financieros. Es claro que un 
buen plan tiene que tener esta condici6n fundamental, a mi juicio: 
la movilizaci6n de los propios recursos internos de un pais. 0 sea, 
que un plan tiene que considerar las medidas que un pais en 
desarrollo ha de seguir para ir aumentando su propia tasa de 
capitalizaci6n, hasta llegar a un momenta en que ya no necesita 
en forma indispensable la transferencia de recursos exteriores. Hay 
tres o cuatro en la America Latina que acaso en los pr6ximos diez 
afios lleguen a ese estado; lo cual permitira intensificar su acci6n 
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sabre los otros, aparte de los efectos indirectos que esto tendria 
sobre los otros paises de la America Latina. Ese es el tipo de 
politica que la experiencia esta aconsejando. Pero ademas, hay 
otros aspectos que considerar, como el de las fluctuaciones ex-
teriores. Y esto se lo digo como un hombre que ha tenido cierta 
responsabilidad en la politica monetaria de su pais en otras epocas 
sin inflacion. Las fluctuaciones de los precios y las cantidades de 
las exportaciones introducen un factor de dislocacion tremendo en 
la vida economica de los paises en desarrollo. No hay posibilidad 
de aplicar una politica con claros objetivos y un plan de desarrollo, 
si ello esta sujeto a desbaratarse de un momento a otro por una 
baja de precios, una baja de exportaciones. El fenomeno de la 
inestabilidad exterior hay que corregirlo como elemento funda-
mental en una politica de desarrollo economico y social. 
Estos son tambien dos temas que se han tratado en la con-
ferenda de Nueva Delhi, que ya se habian tratado en la de 
Ginebra; y hay dos soluciones no contradictorias sino perfectamente 
compatibles entre sl. Una es la de realizar acuerdos de productos 
tendientes a la relativa estabilizacion de precios; cosa dificil y que 
ademas no puede aplicarse a todos los productos, sino a un numero 
limitado de productos. En ello se ha ido lentamente, pero no hay 
que perder las esperanzas. Yo he trabajado con mucha paciencia 
en tres afios venciendo enonnes dificultades para que se haga un 
arreglo de estabilizacion relativa de los precios del azucar. Eso se 
ha logrado hace 36 horas en Ginebra. Un arreglo solido, modesto, 
que permite trabajar. Hay mucho que hacer en otros productos. 
Se ha logrado tambien en el cafe y espero que se logre en el cacao, 
si los negociantes de cacao de este pais no siguen presionando en 
contra en el congreso de los Estados Unidos, porque se elabor6 
un plan muy razonable y muy sano en esta materia. Todo eso se 
puede ir haciendo si hay voluntad politica. Cuando los periodistas 
me preguntaron al salir de Ginebra, dque significa este acuerdo del 
az{lCar?, les dije, "Sel'iores, significa lo siguiente: que cuando hay 
voluntad politica de los gobiernos para llegar a una solucion, aun 
cuando haya divergencias fundamentales de intereses, es posible ir 
atenuando esas divergencias basta lograr un compromiso, pero si 
no hay voluntad politica, si hay uno, dos, o tres gobiernos im-
portantes que rinden tributo verbal para llegar al acuerdo, pero en 
la practica, se oponen, no es posible, por mas que tecnicamente se 
llegue a soluciones, como en el caso del cacao. Para el cacao se ha 
llegado a una magnifica solucion sobre el papel, que por £alta de 
decision politica, no se ha podido todavia poner en aplicaci6n. Ese 
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es uno de los puntos fundamentales. Intelectualmente, se ha hecho 
en esta materia enormes progresos aunque hay gente que todavia 
cree, incluso en el mundo academico, que el libre juego de las 
fuerzas econ6micas es lo que va a producir en esta materia de 
productos primarios la soluci6n mas razonable y mas eficaz a la 
larga. Pero hay otro aspecto; por mucho que se avance en materia 
de estabilizaci6n de productos primarios-y vuelvo a decir que no 
se puede ir demasiado lejos en esta materia-va a quedar siempre 
una zona de fluctuaci6n constante de los ingresos exteriores. Por 
ejemplo, en el caso del az{1Car en el acuerdo reciente se estableci6 
un margen de fluctuaci6n de entre 3Jf centavos por libra y 574 
centavos. En el cacao, entre 20 centavos y 28 6 29 centavos. Quiere 
dedr que los paises que dependen fundamentalmente de esas ex-
portaciones quedan siempre sujetos a una considerable variaci6n 
de sus ingresos de exportaci6n. Por eso que en la primera con-
ferenda del afio 1964, la delegaci6n del Reino Unido y de Suecia, 
present6 un proyecto muy interesante llamado de financiamiento 
suplementario nacional. Eso se aprob6 por unanimidad posiblemente 
porque muchos que esperaban que el Banco Internadonal que 
habia visto esas cosas con bastante ortodoxia en el pasado, man-
daria un informe negativo. Pues no, el informe del Banco Inter-
nacional fue muy constructivo. Yo no estoy de acuerdo con todo lo 
que dice alli, pero me pareci6 una base esplendida para resolver este 
problema. dEn que consistia? En sintesis, en lo siguiente: un pais que 
elaboraba un plan de desarrollo basado en una derta estimaci6n 
o proye8d6n de exportaciones, que presentara ese programa a las 
instituciones de credito internadonal y que ellos llegaran a un 
acuerdo sobre esos calculos, si sufria ese pais un brusco descenso 
de sus ingresos de exportaci6n-por baja de precios, por mala 
cosecha, por lo que fuere-podria tener recursos financieros suple-
mentarios para proteger su plan de desarrollo, para que su plan de 
desarrollo no se disloque. Ese es el sentido del informe del Banco 
Internadonal. Pues bien, despues de este informe, en el seno de mi 
instituci6n hubo un comite, en que participaban paises desarrolla-
dos y en desarrollo, que estudi6 el problema. Yo creia que la con-
ferenda de Nueva Delhi iba a aprobar por lo menos en principio 
esta idea y no fue asL Hubo una resistencia muy grande. Este es 
otro de los problemas que no se ha resuelto en la conferencia de 
Nueva Delhi y sobre el cual estamos insistiendo en estos momentos 
en Ginebra. Es cierto que ha salido por alli un economista que 
pretende demosh·cu· que las fluctuaciones exteriores no tienen 
ning{m impacto desfavorable sobre los paises en desarrollo. Senores, 
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yo no necesito de estadisticas, y ninguno de los que han tenido 
alguna responsabilidad en los problemas de su pais necesita de 
estadisticas ni estudios profundos, para llegar a una demonstracion 
tan absurda. Sabemos que eso tiene un impacto perturbador sobre 
la vida de los paises en desarrollo, y como he dicho, impide la 
realizacion de una politica racional con objetivos claramente es-
tablecidos. Pues esos son los tres campos en que mi organizacion ha 
estado trabajando, y sigue trabajando: comercio exterior para luchar 
contra el "trade gap"; aumento de recursos financeros para capaci-
tar a un pais a generar con el andar del tiempo sus propios re-
cursos y llegar a un nivel de capitalizacion que le permita dar 
suficiencia dim\.mica a su problema; y atenuacion de las fluctua-
ciones exteriores mediante, al mismo tiempo, una politica interna 
que permita contribuir a ese proposito. 
dEn que estamos ahora? Estamos ahora tratando del segundo 
decenio del desarrollo; el primer decenio fue un fracaso en re-
alidad, fue un decenio de desarrollo con algunas aspiraciones 
piadosas, pero sin ninguna politica de desarrollo. Lo que se trata 
ahora de hacer es formular una estrategia de desarrollo para el 
segundo y tercero y cuarto decenio, combinando las medidas que 
tienen que tomarse en el campo intemacional con medidas que 
ineludiblemente tienen que tomar los propios paises en desarrollo. 
Por eso hemos venido hablando de medidas sincronizadas, con-
vergentes, de una respansabilidad reciproca de los unos y de los 
otros dentro de un marco estrategico que seiiale los problemas 
fundamentales, trate de medirlos en su intensidad aproximada-
mente, y encamine una serie de medidas concretas durante el 
proximo decenio para lograr la solucion de ese problema. No 
bastara llegar a esta concepcion de la estrategia global; sera in-
dispensable movilizar a los gobiernos de uno y otro lado, a los 
gobiernos de los paises en desarrollo y a los gobiernos de los paises 
desarrollados para que esta estrategia no sea una nueva manifesta-
c~on retorica de la imposibilidad de actuar en la practica, sino un 
elemento vivo que se transforme gradualmente en una serie de 
medidas concretas sin las cuales no sera posible avanzar en este 
gran problema, que a mi juicio, junto con el problema nuclear, 
forma parte de la problematica mas importante que tiene el mundo. 
Nunca se ha llegado, como en el momento actual, a la posibilidad 
de extirpar la miseria y sus males inherentes en el resto del mundo 
en desarrollo, en el 75% de la poblaci6n mundial. Alli esta esa 
formidable tecnologia de hoy que permite actuar y actuar rapida-
mente. Lo que se necesita es comprension del problema y voluntad 
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politica de resolverlo. No es un problema del desarrollo, un prob-
ema de filantropia, es un problema de construir un mundo distinto 
del mundo en que estamos con beneficios para todos. No es un 
problema residual para los paises grandes. Es un problema funda-
mental para ellos y para los paises en desarrollo y es necesario 
poner en juego todas las energias persuasivas. Es lo unico que 
podemos hacer en las instituciones internacionales para lograr un 
cambio de politica tanto en los paises de la periferia como en los 
paises del centro. 
A REPORT ON THE UNITED NATIONS CONFERENCE 
ON TRADE AND DEVELOPMENT (UNCTAD) 
Resume By TRISHA BANTL Y 
From a speech delivered at Covell College on October 27, 1968 
I have been asked to speak of the problems which concern my 
organization, the Conference on Commerce and Development, and 
of its recent meeting in New Delhi, India. I will discuss these 
problems from the Latin American point of view. In my opinion, 
the fundamental problem in Latin America is the insufficient 
vitality of the economic system in absorbing into the new areas of 
economic development the constantly growing population which 
has reached working age. Many may wish to solve this problem 
from the point of view of its relationship to the demographic 
problem; but I must point out that our present problem involves 
those already born. 
If we emphasize a technological revolution in agriculture, the 
result could be an even greater problem in fitting our youth into 
the economic structure. The solution to the problem is in a close 
tie between the increasing productivity in agriculture and the ac-
celeration of industrialization, along with the development, through 
investments, in other areas of the economy. However, at the pres-
ent time there is a resistance to these changes in Latin America, 
especially in two important areas, land and industrial reform. 
Something else urgently needed for the social and economic de-
velopment of Latin America in order to succeed, is an improved 
external atmosphere - a new policy of international cooperation. 
Such a new, more liberal policy of relations with the more in-
dustrialized countries is something for which the United Nations 
Conference on Trade and Development is working at the present 
time. Another closely related objective of UNCTAD is to create the 
conditions necessary for the development of industrial exchange 
between developing countries and developed countries. I hope that 
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dming 1969 a system of preference concerning tariffs can be 
established to help the developing countries. These countries will 
have to make a great effort also, in order to profit from these 
benefits. 
It is absolutely essential that Latin America take seriously the 
problems of industrial development and the gradual formation of 
a common market. It does not matter if this takes fifteen or even 
twenty years, so long as the initial steps are taken. Great financial 
res1 mrces must be accompanied by a program of economic and 
social development. 
But it is not enough to discover a global strategy for these 
pwblems; it is absolutely essential to mobilize the governments, 
beth of the developed and the developing countries, in order to 
a\oid a new rhetorical manifestation of the impossibility of practi-
cDl action. It must be a vital program which will bring about 
changes gradually in a series of measmes, to facilitate the solu-
tion of some of the grave problems which face the world. 
lG 
AID TO THE PRIVATE SECTOR 
IN DEVELOPING COUNTRIES 
DR. ARTHUR R. BECKWITH, Department of Economics and Business 
University of the Pacific 
I have been asked to speak about one aspect of aid to develop-
ing countries: aid beamed to the private sector and coming from 
national and international agencies. Obviously, particular emphasis 
should be placed on aid to Latin American countries. I am taking 
the liberty of extending the subject matter just a little to include 
aid coming from the private sector. 
My philosophy is deeply imbedded in my belief in a system of 
free enterprise of reasonable "laissez faire." I underscore the word 
reasonable. This belief was not a reaction to the economic policies 
of a dictatorship that was blighting my home country of Argentina 
at the time I left it, though this was doubtless a strong confirming 
factor: I had held these convictions for many years before. Thus, 
though recognizing the need, under certain circumstances, of out-
right assistance to needy countries, I have always maintained the 
principle that is most commonly expressed in the words "Trade, 
not Aid." 
I firmly believe that both from the point of view of the grantor 
country and from that of the grantee country, long-term benefits 
are best served by the greatest possible amount of participation of 
private enterprise. Private free enterprise, private initiative and 
private capital-it seems to me- have proved most efficient in the 
past and were able to overcome some of the deadly sins of govern-
mental bureaucracy that can hamper and stifle initiative, increase 
costs and ever so frequently delay the attainment of proposed 
goals. Hand-out policies would seen to be self-defeating in that 
they create increasing dependency on the grantor and achieve 
few if any of the political goals at which they are originally aimed. 
Unavoidable is a brief mention of the immediate and urgent 
problem that besets any form of American assistance to develop-
ing countries. I am referring to the dangerous situation that 
emerges from our balance of payments position and the cor-
responding reduction of gold stocks-another very controversial 
matter. Our great old stand-by, the balance of trade, is no longer 
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a dependable bulwark and will become an even weaker bastion 
if inflation continues to afflict us and jeopardize our competitive 
position. The return on foreign investments- the real bright spot 
in our balance of payments- will be seriously affected by policies 
implemented in recent years restricting investments abroad. Such 
restrictions, indispensable as they may appear to be, imply a policy 
of "pan para hoy y hambre para manana." The problem is ag-
gravated by the net outflow of tourist money- about a billion dol-
lars a year- and yet restrictive measures by a country that is at-
tempting to draw travelers to its shores should be thought of- if 
at all- as something as extreme and desperate! Nevertheless, the 
acute nature of this problem and its impact on national and in-
ternational economies lead even die-hard "free-traders" to bow to 
some of the restrictive measures that have been or will have to be 
adopted. But it is with deep apprehension that I view limitation 
of investments abroad, curtailment of bank loans and reduction of 
official assistance programs; the long-term effects of these coercive 
measures will have to be carefully evaluated before they are im-
plemented. And while the effects of some of these restrictive 
measures are not supposed to affect Latin American countries, it 
is inevitable that they will be affected, since the whole climate of 
international business is dampened. 
It wonld aonear to me that the social overhead capital- the 
infrastruction- of developing countries usually falls within the 
domain of government aid. The great risk involved, the uncertain-
ty of the results, the high initial cost and the very long payoff 
seem to be obstacles of such magnitude that private enterprise 
cannot cope with them. While admitting this as necessary, I 
would like to point out that much of the original infrastructure of 
Argentina, in the late 1800's and early 1900's- railways, water and 
power and telephone utilities and even some port facilities- was 
the result of foreign private capital and enterprise. And while all 
or almost all of these economic activities have now been "nation-
alized", a final balance sheet will still have to be drawn up to 
prove that government has been a better administrator and that 
public interest has really been better served! 
Too, it would seem to me that another aspect of the social over-
head capital, that of education, is also beyond the scope of private 
enterprise, and foreign aid, whether from governments or private 
foundations, must go to the governments of the developing 
countries to elevate the educational level that will allow for de-
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velopment in the area of agriculture, industry and business. It 
must be hoped that such grants would be so carefully earmarked 
as to assure that they would really reach the schools and colleges 
for which they were destined. Best results have been obtained 
when American foundations or American universities have estab-
lished direct contacts with educational institutions in developing 
countries; no better investment would be envisioned since money 
and brains have been used with the greatest expectations of suc-
cess. In passing, mention might be made of the Rockefeller Founda-
tion's successful efforts to improve agricultural methods in Latin 
America and the inestimable help of Stanford's Graduate School 
of Business to Peruvian business. However, at the critical stage of 
elementary education, the task must be in the hands of the govern-
ment of the country even though much can be accomplished in 
such programs as teacher education and teacher exchange, carried 
out by private effort. 
As soon as the minimum and indispensable infrastructure goals 
have been attained, assistance funds should be channeled to priv-
ate enterprise. There is such a thing as too much infrastructure, 
and there is such a thing as investments that are unnecessary 
luxuries, uneconomic enterprises, that tie up huge amounts of 
capital that could have been invested to far greater advantage. 
Building a great steel mill or a car factory appeals to the national-
istic egos of some developing countries; in many cases, they have 
proved to be cumbersome white elephants with a high-cost, low 
quality output. Private enterprise has, does and will make mis-
takes and sometimes big mistakes and Ford will need a long time 
to forget its Edsel. But we would be unlikely to see private capital 
invested in hot-house industries, foreordained to failure because 
market conditions could never justify their creation. 
In the area of official aid to developing nations, such as the aid 
that is granted by governmental financial institutions, I feel that, 
after basic infrastructure and educational needs have been con-
sidered, funds should very definitely be channeled to private en-
terprise in the country that is to be helped. Whether or not official 
guarantees of the aided country's government are needed is beside 
the question. The important point is that the investment reach the 
individual or the company that will actually use the funds or the 
capital equipment which has been provided. This would appear 
to be a good way of by-passing stifling bureaucracy and political 
expediencies. Moreover, the grant or aid is put on the businesslike 
basis that is required for an investment to benefit the parties in-
volved. I feel that the Export-Import Bank's record, along these 
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lines, is to be commended. This bank has proved that aid can be 
given, that American business interests in the foreign field can 
be efficiently promoted and even that profits can be attained by 
the lending institution. Surely this is an enviable record! 
My position, then, is that aid to developing countries should be 
channeled, preferentially, to the private sector, this being one way 
of giving life to the concept of "Trade, not Aid." 
Now, some brief comments on the opposite aspect of this inter-
esting problem: aid from the private sector as distinct from as-
sistance given by national and international institutions. 
In the chapter under "Population and Food Supplies", the 
publication Development Assistance Efforts and Policies of the 
Organization for Economic Co-Operation and Development, in its 
1967 Review (page 148), states: 
Considering the magnitude of these capital requirements, it is unlikely 
that they can be met out of official aid funds alone, even if some reduction 
in other imports becomes possible . The private sector in the developed coun-
tries must play an important role, not only as a source of finance but also 
as a major provider of technical know-how, applied research and market-
ing services." 
Though this quotation refers specifically to agriculture and the 
need for fertilizers, and the lack of available exchange to purchase 
either fertilizers or plants to produce them, the basic proposition 
can be applied to virtually all aspects of the program for aid to 
developing countries: the private sector must become more and 
more involved via the normal routes of trade and investments. 
Just how may this be accomplished? Certainly, present and im-
mediate circumstances related to our balance of payments are not 
particulaty propitious but long-term progress in international busi-
ness should not be stymied by this serious but transitory obstacle. 
U.S . exports to developing countries should be encouraged, but on 
the basis of reciprocal trade, that is to say, not as a means of im-
proving our balance of trade, but of accepting imports from those 
countries, countries that, having their own serious exchange prob-
lems, can only buy from us in proportion to our willingness to 
buy from them. The United States and other highly developed 
countries face placing their exports of raw materials; prices of 
many basic products have declined to a dangerous point and 
friendly and sympathetic attitudes must be adopted. This partly 
explains why I said, in an opening paragraph, that I held a position 
of reasonable "laissez faire," since I frankly admit that when we 
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begin considering supports or other means of help for developing 
countries' exports we are certainly entering a field alien to the 
position of absolute free trade! 
While most major corporations in the United States are active 
in foreign trade, to the point that many of them are becoming in-
ternational rather than purely American companies, encourage-
ment should be given to what might be called second and third 
string enterprises that have the spirit of initiative and enb·epre-
neurship to look abroad and develop profitable businesses. Exports, 
investments, franchising, selling and loaning "know-how," are just 
a few aspects of a vast potentiality to be developed. At the same 
time, study msut be given to the possibilities of selling manu-
factured and primary products from the developing countries in 
the United States. Briefly outlined, these are the kinds of pro-
grams that should be encouraged and in which private capital and 
enterprise can and must play the fundamental role. Government, 
too, can and must play an important but non-intrusive role in as-
sistance, that can take the form of tax benefits, guarantees, insur-
ance and similar measures, while, on the other hand, embassies 
and consulates become dynamic salesmen for the United States, 
seeking out every form of promotion for trade with the less-
favored nations. I definitely feel that Government and private 
capital and enterprise can fulfill parallel functions, complementing 
each other in harmony in foreign aid programs and thus may, to-
gether, attain reasonable and practical goals. 
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LATIN AMERICAN STUDIES AND LATIN AMERICANISTS : 
OBSERVATIONS ON OLD CHRISTIANS, NEW CHRIST-
IANS, INFIDELS, AND PAGANS. 
LEwis HANKE, Department of History 
University of California, Irvine 
Latin American studies in the United States have exhibited some 
of the characteristics we associate with the Brazilian economy over 
the centuries since Cabral first touched there in 1500- it's either 
boom or bust. Today we happen to be in the midst of a boom 
phase development- though this movement may already have 
"peaked," to use a favorite word of political pollsters, and we may 
actually be descending. 
Over forty years ago when I started graduate work at North-
western University, Latin American studies were definitely in the 
doldrums. The early boomlet of interest generated by World War 
I had evaporated, and the Hispanic American Historical 
Review bravely established in those years had been forced to sus-
pend publication for lack of funds and of subscribers. Since those 
faroff days of the Coolidge and Harding "normalcy," I have par-
ticipated both as a government official and as a university teacher 
in the movement to establish Latin American studies in this coun-
try. My purpose tonight is to present some thoughts, based upon 
my personal experiences, on a few of the questions which I believe 
are of concern to all of us in that vast and poorly defined field 
known as Latin American studies. The questions I have selected to 
discuss, largely in terms of how I encountered them in my own 
field of history are: 1) What are we doing?; 2) Why are we doing 
it? and 3) Are we on the verge of another bust, or a new form of 
activity? 
I. What are we doing? 
One of the persistent struggles each of us has been waging has 
been the effort to understand Latin America and its culture as a 
whole, in addition to one's own discipline, whether it be anthropol-
ogy, geography, literature, political science, or history or anything 
else. I was not conscious of this struggle when I began to study 
Spanish in Piqua High School in Ohio. Piqua was not a large or 
distinguished town- nor is it today-but it did have the Schmidlapp 
Free Public Library where the world of books first became a 
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reality for me, and above all there was an excellent teacher of 
Spanish who not only initiated us into the mysteries and delights 
of this remarkable language but who also saw to it that we knew 
something of the culture and the life of Spanish-speaking countries. 
It was this high school teacher who first stimulated me to look 
over the wall separating Piqua from the outside world. I sus-
pect many of us in this field today owe our presence here to dedi-
cated high school teachers in small towns. When I happened upon 
Harry Franck's Four Months Afoot in Spain in the Public Library, 
I knew that life would not be complete until I had learned more, 
by personal inspection, about the magic world created by Span-
iards in the Old World and the New. The desire to travel is still a 
mark of the true Latin Americanist who is usually ready to leave 
classes, family, and friends whenever travel funds are available. 
Of course they usually have to work up detailed research projects 
to justify to some dean of research committee this desire to travel, 
but in the "age of fellowships" in which we live many have be-
come adept in the art of drawing up proposals which involve study 
abroad. 
Before the present "age of fellowships" other means had to be 
found to support travel; my own pre-Peace Corps answer was to 
teach, first for a year at the Universty of Hawaii and then three 
years at the American University of Beruit in Syria. On my return 
to the United States in 1930 for further graduate work, at Harvard, 
I began to be aware of a growing dissatisfaction in some circles 
with the purely disciplinary approach to research and teaching, 
and with the largely VVestern European outlook that prevailed in 
many academic establishments . The American Council of Learned 
Societies, under the wise leadership of Waldo G. Leland, led the 
way in those years to a greater knowledge in this country of other 
cultures by modest but strategically bestowed grants for the study 
of Arabic, Chinese, Russian, and other languages and literatures. 
It was Dr. Leland who established the first inter-disciplinary Com-
mittee on Latin American Studies whose members represented the 
core disciplines of anthropology, history, and language and litera-
ture. It was this small group, with exceedingly modest funds, which 
first sponsored in 1935 the Handbook of Latin American Studies, 
whose thirtieth annual volume is now in press, and which consti-
tutes probably the most significant bibliographical instrument of 
scholarship in the field. As the editor of the Handbook during its 
early years, I look with undisguised admiration on its present af-
fluent state, for it is prepared by the Hispanic Foundation of the 
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Library of Congress with the help of many distinguished Latin 
Americanists and published by the University of Florida Press. I 
doubt if any other area can boast such an annual bibliography. 
In the years immediately preceding World War II, "inter-disci-
plinary" and "cross cultural" came to be sacred symbols, especially 
in the Social Science Research Council which was determined to 
break down what were considered artificial barriers created by the 
too-rigid discipline approach. The anthropologist Wendell Bennett 
was prominent among those who fostered these inter-disciplinary 
studies, and all of us owe something to this extremely productive 
anthropologist who brought his broader views of culture to Latin 
American studies generally. 
There were practical advantages, too. When I finally achieved 
a doctorate in Latin American history, after several years of gradu-
ate study in courses followed by two years of research in Spanish 
archives and a summer in South American archives, there were no 
teaching jobs available, for a recession in Latin American studies 
was under way. So I was happy to have the S. S. R. C. support 
me and my family for 18 months in 1937 and 1938 during which 
I was trying to broaden my understanding in an inter-disciplinary 
way by studying cultural anthropology with Robert Redfield and 
human geography with Preston James. Needless to say, much of 
this period was spent in travel in Latin America, with some four 
months in Brazil, and this eye-opening experience convinced me 
that this huge country and its distinctive culture must henceforth 
be considered an integral part of all Latin American programs. To-
day this statement may seem naive or unnecessary, but in the old 
days (before Preston James, Charles Wagley, and other Brazilian 
pioneers) Latin American studies in this country were cultivated 
almost wholly by those who spoke Spanish, not Portuguese. 
Following World War II area studies boomed, except in the 
Latin American area. The foundations which poured millions into 
Russian studies, Arabic studies, Chinese studies, and other areas, 
either thought that we were strong enough in our field, or that 
we were so wea,k that no amount of money could do much. Then 
the coming of Fidel Castro to power in Cuba changed all this. 
Washington and the public "discovered" Latin America again, and 
within a year or two the Ford Foundation- whose resources exceed 
those of any other foundation- decided that Latin American studies 
in the United States and institutions in Latin America required 
assistance. This combination of government and private support has 
been responsible for the most dramatic development of academic 
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interest in Latin America that has yet taken place in the long his-
tory of "boom" and 'bust" that has characterized this field in the 
United States. Never before have so many libraries been able to 
strengthen their collections on both Brazil and Spanish America, 
an activity in which the Latin American Collection of the Univers-
ity of Texas, under the vigorous and competent direction of Dr. 
Nettie Lee Benson, continues to show the way. Never before has 
the Conference on Latin American History of the American His-
torical Association been able to sponsor so many and such valuable 
projects; never before has the academic marketplace been so at-
tractive to graduate students; never before have so many professors 
and students been able to visit and study in Latin America for 
such prolonged periods; never before have our research facilities 
and salaries been able to pull to our faculties so many scholars 
from Latin America as to create a kind of 'brain drain" from those 
countries. An impressive Latin American Research Review has been 
launched by some 30 institutions, and its generous budget for its 
first two years of existence approximates the budget of the Hispan-
ic American Historical Review for its first 48 years. Indeed the 
best single index to the booming state of Latin American studies 
and Latin American affairs generally is this quarterly record of 
research in progress and of information useful to investigators. 
Even publishers- those fairly accurate barometers of public and 
private attitudes- are now willing and at times eager to launch 
books on Latin America, though there is still a tendency to stress 
the "Two Minutes to Midnight" or "Rampant Communism in 
Brazil" type of book intended to make our flesh creep and thereby 
to reap an easy profit. 
Is it any wonder that some cynics say that if Fidel Castro did 
not exist, we would have had to invent him? 
Meanwhile, what has happened to the "inter-disciplinary" ap-
proach whose mystic appeal to foundations and research council 
circles has made possible many fellowships and travel opportun-
ities for graduate students, and has stimulated many useful activ-
ities in which specialists have been encouraged to cooperate or at 
least to be civil to each other? No one can say with certainty. One 
of my colleagues confesses that the inter-disciplinary, cross-cultural 
seminar bores him profoundly. Others seem to have a religious 
conviction that anything which mitigates the disciplinary chauvin-
ism existing in some parts "can't be all bad," to paraphrase that 
social philosopher of the movies W. C. Fields. It appears that the 
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doctorate in Latin American studies is a thing of the past in most 
universities, though the University of California, Berkeley still has 
such a program on the books and some agitation is reported among 
graduate students at the University of California, Los Angeles, for 
such a degree. At the Master's degree level there is much more 
support for a broadly conceived program with a core of studies in 
one discipline, with emphasis for all students in linguistic fluency 
in Spanish and/ or Portuguese. 
What about the concentrations of Latin Americanists to be found 
on many campuses, which at UC Los Angeles has reached awe-
some proportions. The proliferation of courses and research activ-
ities there is so great that its Latin American Center provides the 
framework within which approximately 150 faculty members rep-
resenting 38 departments and eight schools and colleges may be-
come mure effectively involved in teaching, research, and services 
related to Latin America. The research projects at this Center 
range from Aztec Linguistics through the Biology and Control of 
Structural Pests in Latin America, to The Impact of Peace Corps 
Volunteers in Slum Communities in Peru, and the Avifauna of 
Nicaragua. 
Some organization on an area basis is clearly required for the 
benefit of the administration, the faculty, and the students, but 
probably a variety of types will evolve. Social scientists at some 
universities, such as UC Irvine, shy away from area approaches-
perhaps cooled off by the evangelical spirit of some Latin Ameri-
icanists, perhaps because they tend to be more oriented to a 
"problems" approach, such as at UC Santa Cruz which has a 
whole college devoted to "Poverty," or probably more influenced by 
a search for universals rooted in a mathematical and "empirical" 
method. 
There is another somewhat related group among the academic 
fauna who are as ready to measure quantitatively economic or poli-
tical processees in Basutoland as in Uruguay and are happiest 
when they can compare institutions or developments with the same 
name in widely varying environments such as Afghanistan, Argen-
tina, and Albania. They are theoreticians who seek universals, and 
will have little or nothing to do with their colleagues who have an 
orientation toward a particular area of the world. They tend to 
rely upon computers rather than upon language, literature, or the 
arts to study those elements of life which interest them. If any one 
of them learns a foreign language or develops a deep knowledge 
of the special and pehaps unique aspects of another culture, it is 
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purely coincidental and has little or nothing to do with the model 
he has constructed in Chicago, perhaps, for his research design in 
Cairo. However, the continuous formulation of hypotheses and 
hypothetical models, even though they contain errors, can be use-
ful. As Preston James declared before the Association of American 
Geographers: "The sound of plummeting hypotheses may bring 
pain to the authors of these hypotheses, but to the profession as a 
whole the sound is encouraging. The purpose of any hypothesis or 
mcdel is to bring together things and events that previously seemed 
to be unrelated, and to place them in some kind of conceptual 
framework that can be easily comprehended and easily tested 
against new observations. It is, rather, the persistence of error, the 
persistent use of familiar theory and well-known models long after 
they are known to be misleading and obscuring, that is to be 
deplored.""' 
"Old Christians," like myself, who grew up at a time when 
culture had a predominantly historical-literary flavor are beginning 
to understand the perils lurking in the old-fashioned "area ap-
proach." We cannot, and should not try to be omniscient in all 
aspects of the study of such a vast subject as Latin American 
culture. Historians who know only Latin American history run the 
risk of being parochial historians, untouched by the stimulating in-
fluence of the comparative approach. Likewise quantitative or 
problem-oriented social scientists unacquainted with what Americo 
Castro calls the inner srtucture of Latin American society may miss 
some of its fundamental facts. Latin Americanists must be particu-
larly alert to these dangers; like company No. 2 in the auto rental 
bu:iness, they must work a little harder than the others. They must 
cultivate excellence in their own discipline, demonstrate a humility 
toward achievements in area studies and exhibit a willingness to 
consider other approaches to knowledge even if calculus and com-
puters are involved. So far as I know, no university with an area 
program is wholly satisfied with it, nor is any university without 
an area problem content to remain so forever. 
One final observation on this point. Some of the finest inter-
disciplinary accomplishments have been made by men like Alex-
ander von Humboldt who was not connected with a university, and 
by professors like Charles Gibson who have never been a part of 
any university area program. Individualism is an outstanding part 
of Latin American life, and thus we need not be surprised to find 
Latin Americanists performing in an individualistic way without 
benefit of an elaborate academic organization. 
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Can any definite conclusion be drawn from the present yeasty 
condition of the "inter-disciplinary" idea as applied to graduate 
study and to organized area programs in our universities? Only the 
ignorant or the unwary would attempt to dogmatize. There are 
many paths toward heaven, as the ancient Chinese proverb has 
it, and we live certainly in a pluralistic universe in most respects 
in this country. My own tentative assessment is that the move to 
break down the rigid compartments separating disciplines was a 
necessary movement, and that it has been at least partially suc-
cessful. Does its very success make less necessary the same kind 
of effort in the future? Let me turn to Alice in Wonderland for a 
final comment. You will remember that Alice had a difficult en-
counter with the Duchess and with a Cheshire cat that was grin-
ning from ear to ear: "Please, would you tell me," said Alice, a 
little timidly, for she was not quite sure whether it was good man-
ners for her to speak first, "why your cat grins like that?" 
"It's a Cheshire cat," sajd the Duchess, "and that's why. Pig!" 
She said the last word with such sudden violence that Alice quite 
jumped; but she saw in another moment that it was addressed to 
the baby, and not to her, so she took courage, and went on again: 
"I didn't know that Cheshire cats always grinned; in fact, I 
didn't know that cats could grin." 
"They all can," said the Duchess, "and most of 'em do." Later 
Alice was startled to see the Cheshire cat sitting on a bough of a 
tree a few yards off. "Bye the bye," said the Cat, "what became 
of the baby?" "It turned into a pig," answered Alice. "Did you say 
pig, or fig?" said the Cat. 
"I said pig," replied Alice; "and I wish you wouldn't keep appear-
ing and vanishing so suddenly; you make one quite giddy." 
"All right," said the Cat; and this time it vanished quite slowly, 
beginning with the end of the tail, and ending with the grin, 
which remained some time after the rest of it had gone." 
Is the magic phrase "inter-disciplinary and cross-cultural" dis-
appearing slowly from our midst, like the Cheshire cat with only 
the smile lingering afterward? Only time will tell. But surely we 
may reasonably conclude that the rigors and resh·ictions of disci-
plines are essential to avoid miscellaneity and mediocrity, that the 
methods and insights of one discipline may be useful in another, 
and that the broad viewpoint which is the final fruit of the area 
approach is particularly necessary in Latin American studies from 
the very nature of the civilization created by Portuguese- and 
Spanish-speaking peoples. 
My second question may seem even more simple-hearted than 
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the first, for in essence it is: vVhy do we study Latin America? 
Here I am reminded of the curt reply made by Professor Samuel 
Eliot Morison just 30 years ago to my question as to why he 
proposed to follow Columbus' route westward across the Atlantic. 
As a brash graduate student I had urged him to abandon the well-
worked Columbus theme and to devote his talents to one of the 
many unresearched topics in Latin American Colonial history. His 
explanation, surely the best of all reasons for anyone to study any-
thing was: "Columbus interests me." 
Many of us feel the same way about Latin America. But others 
have had different reasons. One has been "to improve relations 
between Latin America and the United States," an objective which 
can and sometimes does lead some of our practitioners down 
dangerous paths. One of the most persistent and perceptive critics 
in recent years has been Professor Hichard M. Morse of Yale who 
may exaggerate at times but seldom misses the mark entirely: As 
he has argued in his provocative observations entitled "The Sh·ange 
Case of Latin American Studies", the United States has failed to 
penetrate more than superficially the culture of Latin America. 
Its purpose has been, he feels, largely economic profit and politi-
cal influence for the United States in Latin America rather than 
true understanding. Thus, our contributions have been largely 
mechanical ones such as bibliographies, guides, and other types 
of compilation. Political scientists, says Professor Morse, have 
mechanically transferred their research design and models from 
California or Canada to Chile or Colombia without even being 
aware that the Latin Americans themselves have produced "first-
class studies in political theory, philosophy of law, and the history 
of political institutions." Further, he charges, American historians 
on Latin America have produced voluminously especially in bibli-
ography and other types of compilations, but their work has been 
humorless, lacking intellectual or spiritual involvement with Latin 
America. "The amount of serious attention to Latin American art 
and music is minuscule." In literature, too; we have failed, he 
lamei1ts. "The American academic milieu supports scarcely any 
intellectually mature activity in Latin American literary history or 
literary criticism." The result of the millions of dollars and thous-
ands of university courses has been negligible, asserts Professor 
Morse. We want to understand Latin America, but our Protestant 
nation is so basically different in action and objectives from 
Catholic Latin America that such understanding is not possible. 
No one who has observed or studies the actions of our Latin 
Americanists over the years would deny that there is some validity 
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to his remarks. On the other hand, bibliographies are needed; the 
Handbook of Latin American Studies now over 25 years old, and 
the more recently created Boletim International de Bibliografia 
Luso-Brasileira have been powerful instruments to make possible 
deeper and more sophisticated studies. Some contributions of a 
more interpretive and philosophic nature have been made in the 
United States, such as writings of Professor Morse himself, and 
significant studies of Latin American literature have been pre-
pared by other American scholars. Indeed, one Argentine professor 
now teaching in the United States recently asserted publicly that 
there is more serious attention paid to Latin American literature 
here than in Latin America itself, which led to a bitter exchange 
of opinions. Must we not recognize that academic life in Latin 
America is so threatened by political turmoil, student strikes, and 
inadequate library facilities· that sustained intellectual effort by 
university faculties there has become difficult? It is no surprise 
then to find that the most outstanding work of our generation on 
Sarmiento comes not from the pen of an Argentine but from a 
Frenchman, and it would be dificult if not impossible to give a 
sound course today on Latin American literature without using the 
writings of American professors. 
Yet our present courses and programs in Latin American studies 
tend to emphasize economic and political matters rather than art, 
language, or literature. If I remember correctly only one fellow-
ship for Latin American art study has been granted by the well-
heeled Foreign Areas Fellowship Committee and the fellows under 
this program who chose language or literature were few indeed, 
despite the Committee's desire to encourage these fields. Even 
has been given to art. 
Another clearly defined tendency of our area studies is that of 
the "subject specialists," especially those who follow in a very nar-
row way what they conceive to be the hallowed traditions of their 
discipline. Historians who shrink from including art or literature 
in their courses; art historians who made their reputations in pub-
lications on the Renaissance, who scarcely admit that New ·world 
art is worthy of attention; critics of literature who dismiss certain 
types of novels as valuable for studies on land reform, or revolu-
tions, or on economic underdevelopment but scarcely as literature; 
teachers of Spanish and Portuguese who offer courses in Iberian 
civilization which "frequently do little more than catalog a number 
of facts of history, art, and literature" and who do not come to 
grips with Iberian and Ibero-American culture and ideas. 
Another reason for turning to Latin American studies has been 
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the political turmoil there. \,Yhen a Castro comes to power, or 
a senes of anti-American demonstrations occur then our newspap-
ers tind this type of intormaiion newsworthy and in due course 
desks are pounued in Congress and foundation executives decide 
that sometning must be done about Latin America. With our stu-
dents seeking "relevanced in their class work, is it any wonder that 
there is more interest among our scholars in agrarian reform in 
northeast brazil than in Emperor Pedro II; more concern with 
Castro's Cuba than in population studies of the Iberian colonial 
empues in America? We are, indeed, in the midst of a powenul 
ana vociferous movement which has resulted in a cult of the con-
temporaneous. I tread on delicate ground here! Though my own 
pnmed studies have been largely on sixteenth-century Bartolome 
oe Las Casas and on the Powsi silver mine in colonial Peru, my 
most recent volume was entitled ''Contemporary Latin America." 
1 am not, ot course, arguing for us to bury ourselves osmch-
like in the sands of the past or to avoid thinking about the poli-
tical and economic stresses of the present by studying only the 
past, but is it not obvious that only a partial and somewhat super-
ticial view even of the present may come from this cult of the 
contemporaneous? Students in the United States at least are more 
moved by current revolutions and crises than by far-off historical 
events, but unless we can help to place recent events in some kind 
of perspective have we not tailed to accomplish one of our most 
important university functions- Marcel Bataillon of the College de 
France, than whom there is no greater figure in European scno!ar-
ship in the Hispanic tield today, recently remarked: ''It is only if 
one perceives what this [Latinj America conserves of its colOnial 
nature that one can understand the kinship of its problems with 
those of the underdeveloped nations of the world." 
Yet it is fair to say that today many, perhaps a majority, of 
practicing Latin Americanists stress present-day affairs rather than 
those in-dwelling characteristics of Latin American culture which 
derive from the long centuries of historical experience. The "New 
Christians" who have come to Latin American studies after forma-
tion in another field, and who now are being "retooled" for Latin 
American studies may come to realize these truths if they stay 
long enough. Perhaps they may even in time become convinced 
of the soundness of Professor Robert Potash's concluding remark 
in a session at the American Historical Association on '·Colonial 
Institutions and Contemporary Latin America": "this value 
system erected in the colonial era has been more impervious to 
change than the structure of institutions." He recommends that 
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those concerned with promoting the rapid modernization of Latin 
America should become increasingly aware that the process in-
volves much more than directing capital flows or altering the 
terms of trade. 
Now let us turn to my third and final question: are we about 
to have another bust or a boom of new activity? Fortunately a 
historian is not required to peer into the future and to predict the 
shape of things to come. But we all have convictions, and my con-
viction is that we now stand at the beginning of a quiet revolution 
that could profoundly affect ~he development of Latin American 
studies and might even establish such a broad basis for their 
cultivation that the boom-bust cycle would disappear. 
Some revolutions make a lot of noise; others do not, such as the 
present developments in this country in the teaching of the basic 
course for college students in Latin American history. In the olden 
days, during my undergraduate period, the course was presided 
over by a dedicated enthusiast who also had other duties - some-
times numerous - to perform in other fields of history. The course 
was rather esoteric and only out in California under Herbert Bol-
ton's magic wand did any large number of students learn about 
Latin American history; even there the history of the Americas 
setting in which Latin America was placed seemed to suggest that 
our southern neighbors were important only in relation to us. 
Now, over forty years later, the scene is vastly different. Since 
1960, particularly, the large research and fellowship funds available 
have resulted in an explosion of Latin Americanists who not only 
expect to teach nothing but courses in their own field, but who 
sometimes try to specialize in the modern history of one or two 
countries. There is, of course, no stampede toward the colonial 
centuries. 
Simultaneously, there has been a proliteration of state colleges 
and junior colleges, especially in California and New York, though 
it is a national phenomenon, and an onrushing wave of students 
college bound that is wondrous to behold. 
Many teachers are developing views on how this peaceful revolu-
tion can most effectively be accomplished. My own view has been 
influenced by Hubert Humphrey's declaration in 1964 that our 
efforts as teachers in this field must reach down into the grass 
roots of our educational system:.,,., 
It is this attitude of understanding and respect that must perme-
ate not only our leadership, but our entire society. This will not be 
easy to accomplish - as most adults in this country were educated 
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in schools where the overwhelming majority of textbooks and 
reference books either ignored Latin America or reflected a con-
descending attitude toward Latin Americans. Written chiefly by 
authors sympathetic to a northern European cultural inheritance, 
which historically has been fundamentally unsympathetic to Latin 
culture, these books have been all too important an influence in 
shaping the attitude of generations of Americans. Change in popu-
lar attitude comes slowly. A full appreciation of the importance 
of Latin America will come only when our education system be-
gins to reflect the priority stated by President Kennedy when he 
described Latin America as the most critical area in the world. 
How can we best put these sentiments into practice? My own 
prescription is as follows: 
THE STUDY AND TEACHING OF LA TIN AMERICAN HISTORY 
SHOULD NOT AIM AT INCULCATING "PANAMERICANISM" OR TO 
PROMOTE THE "GOOD NEIGHBOR" CONCEPT, OR TO DEFEND 
ANY PARTICULAR POLITICAL ACTION OR ECONOMIC POLICY OF 
THE UNITED STATES IN LATIN AMERICA, NOT EVEN TO FIGHT 
COMMUNISM THERE. 
LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY WILL HAVE AN IMPORTANT PLACE 
IN OUR EDUCATIONAL SYSTEM ONLY IF IT IS RECOGNIZED AS 
A SUBJECT WORTH STUDYING AS A SIGNIFICANT SEGMENT OF 
WORLD HISTORY, WHICH WILL THROW LIGHT ON ANOTHER 
CULTURE THAN OUR OWN. 
TO ACHIEVE THIS OBJECT, LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY MUST 
BE TAUGHT AS THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CIVILIZATION SIMILAR 
TO OURS BUT ALSO DIFFERENT IN SOME RESPECTS, AND IT 
MUST BE TAUGHT IN THE GRADE SCHOOL AND THE HIGH 
SCHOOL AS WELL AS THE COLLEGE LEVEL. THE PRIMARY PUR-
POSE MUST BE TO PRODUCE BETTER EDUCATED CITIZENS, AND 
NOT SPECIALISTS. 
One final thought. We need not fear that our students will lose 
their respect or love for their own culture if they study the achieve-
ments of other peoples. Looking at the history of another nation 
gives one another perspective on his own culture and often stimu-
lates a desire to know his own heritage more thoroughly. 
Some students will prefer to examine other cultures than that of 
Latin America. The possibilities are numerous - Russian culture, 
Chinese culture, African culture, Arabic culture, etc. There are 
many "windows on the world" for our students to look through. 
Our 20th century American - thanks to the growth of area studies 
since World War II - has a wealth of material to draw upon. 
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Moreover, the spirit of our age seems to be more favorable than 
any time since the sixteenth century toward the study of other 
cultures. For the interest of a people, of a nation, in the culture 
of other peoples is a relatively recent phenomenon and far from 
universal even today. So far as I know it was the Spanish mis-
sionaries who went to America in the wake of Columbus who first 
displayed a lively interest in another culture than their own. 
Latin American history has certain obvious advantages which 
make it an unusually valuable, and available, "window on the 
world." Spanish and Portuguese are relatively easy languages in 
comparison with African, Arabic, Chinese, Japanese, and Russian 
languages - and Spanish is more widely taught in our colleges to-
day than any other. To study a culture, a knowledge of the lan-
guage is certainly highly desirable; thus Latin American history 
enjoys the advantage of offering no great linguistic barrier to 
students. Again, many Latin Americans live in the United States 
and their presence - increasingly felt in cities far beyond New 
York - also helps to make possible learning about their culture. 
Moreover, Latin America as a travel area is open - except for 
Cuba - and 1.5 million American tourists visit Mexico every year, 
which helps powerfully to explain her economic stability. Thus 
students who read about Latin American history in class may also 
know a Latin American, or visit some part of that large and varied 
area which includes primitive tribes, sophisticated urbanites, an-
cient archaeological sites exciting modern architecture, painting, 
music, and literature. Therefore if we are agreed that American 
high school and college students would benefit from an exposure 
to another culture as a part of their fundamental .education, the 
study of Latin American history offers many advantages for both 
the students and the professors, who will have to learn how to 
teach Latin American history. Nor does one visit suffice. Many of 
us have favorite aunts or uncles who made the grand tour of 
Europe back around the time of Theodore Roosevelt and who 
ever afterwards considered themselves experts on the state of 
Europe generally. But the world does not stand still, and the 
changes which are occurring in Latin America and elsewhere re-
quire periodic visits of our professors if they are to be adequately 
prepared for the classroom. 
How can the history of more than 200 million people to the 
south of the Rio Grande be presented most effectively to our 
students? 
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My answer is a simple one. Latin American history should be 
looked upon not as a "crisis" subject, but as the unfolding story 
of a culture, a civilization both interesting and worthy of study. 
It is natural that the coming of Castro, the Bay of Pigs fiasco, the 
missile crisis, and U. S. intervention in the Dominican Republic 
should stir our students to an increased awareness of Latin Amer-
ican affairs, but a "current events" approach in which attention 
focuses on transitory dictators, military juntas, economic crises will 
not, I am convinced, provide the kind of course required by the 
nature of the world in which we live and by the place of the 
United States in the present and foreseeable world. 
What should be included in a course - perhaps to be called 
"a History of Latin American Civilization"? Much more on the art, 
literature, and philosophy of the people of Latin America from pre-
Columbian times to the present; much less on the rather dull 
poli tical events that clutter up many of our presentations. 
The presentation of a course on Latin American civilization is 
much more possible of acievement now because many of our 
younger scholars have been able to live and work in Latin Amer-
ica, thanks to fellowship grants from the government and founda-
tions. Even though there is altogether too much emphasis on recent 
events - as though the last few weeks or months or years were 
always the most significant - and on studying revolutions, still 
the fellowship holders learn a lot about Latin American life that 
is not usually included in their doctoral dissertations. On their re-
turn, these well-prepared younger scholars are bound to try to in-
corporate in their teaching and in their research what they have 
absorbed in Latin America. They are finding out how relatively 
backward we are in teaching about Latin America at any level, 
when compared with the teaching of U. S. history or European 
history; one need only look at the materials available for instruc-
tion. Maps, paperbacks, textbooks, collections of readings, "prob-
lems" books - none of the instruments for teaching Latin American 
history seem to me to be comparable in quality 'or in variety to 
what students take for granted in U. S. or European history. 
Finally, disenchantment has been registered in some quarters with 
the past practice of insistin on "Western Civilization" and "American 
History" as the only acceptable basic courses in history for fresh-
men and sophomores. More and more flexibility is enabling college 
students to choose other courses to learn about fundamental his-
torical processes and historical ways of thinking. 
Taking my crystal ball in hand, therefore, let me disclose what 
seems to me the shape of coming events: 
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THE BASIC COURSE ON LATIN AMERICAN HISTORY WILL BE 
OFFERED THROUGHOUT THE COUNTRY IN MANY FOUR YEAR 
AND TWO YEAR COLLEGES AS AN EXPERIENCE PRIMARILY AVAIL-
ABLE TO FRESHMEN AND SOPHOMORES. 
The course will doubtless continue to be offered, however, in 
some institutions on the upper-division level. One of the advan-
tages of allowing freshmen and sophomores a choice of history 
courses will be that eventually more and more students will want 
to follow advanced courses in Latin American history as juniors and 
seniors. Thus the increasing number of competent instructors eager 
to teach advanced as well as basic courses in Latin American his-
tory will find an outlet for their talent. Moreover, those students 
with a sound grounding of a combination of courses in Latin 
America will be better prepared to take advantage of the travel 
and study in Latin America which will doubtless continue to be 
available to our better students. 
If this quiet revolution actually suceeds, its influence will be 
felt throughout Latin American studies. In numbers alone, history 
students have always accounted for about half of all those taking 
courses in some Latin American subject and the other large group 
study Spanish or Spanish American literature, whose teachers have 
long been sympathetic to the broadly cultural approach. 
In this great task of forwarding this revolution we shall need 
all the strength and persistence we can muster. I believe that such 
a revolution is necessary, and that if it triumphs Latin American 
studies, invigorated by the insights and new approaches of "New 
Christians," infidels, and pagans but firmly established on founda-
tions laid down by "Old Christians" will become far more exciting 
and meaningful than they were when I first entered a beginning 
Spanish class in Piqua High School fifty years ago. 
LEWIS HANKE 
0 Preston, James, "On the Origin and Persistence of Error in Geography," 
Annals of the Association of American Geographers, Vol. 57 (March, 1967), 
No. 1, p . 23. 
uThe balance of this paper is based on my article "Studying Latin America: 
The Views of an 'Old Christian," Journal of Inter-American Studies, IX 
(January, 1966), No. 1, pp. 43-64. 
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Most people today have heard of the "population explosion," 
and are aware that several areas of the world, Asian countries in 
particular, are in serious trouble because of it. It is curious, how-
ever, that many do not recognize that Latin America is in as 
desperate a situation, and is probably approaching disaster even 
more rapidly. The population of the world is currently increasing 
at the rate of 2% per year: Asia is increasing at 2.2% per year, 
while Latin America increases at 3% per year. If these rates con-
tinue, the population of the world will double in 35 years: in Asia 
it will double in 32 years, and in Latin America will double in a 
mere 24 years. 
The statistics of population growth in Latin America are truly 
spectacular. Although the current doubling rate for the area as a 
whole, 24 years, was long thought to be impossible, many countries 
have now far exceeded even that figure. The record is held today 
by El Salvador, doubling its population in 19 years. Costa Rica, 
Honduras, Mexico, Nicaragua, the Dominican Republic, and Ven-
ezuela are not far behind, however, doubling their populations in 
20 years. Even the slowest growing countries, Uruguay and Argen-
tina, with doubling rates of 58 years and 47 years, respectively, are 
still growing considerably faster than the developed nations of 
North America and Europe. Brazil, for instance, has quadrupled 
its population since 1900, and is now the 8th most populous 
country in the world. The population of Latin America has in-
creased by 40 million just since 1961. If it continues growing at the 
current rate of 3% per year, it will reach one-half billion by the 
1980's, and will have tripled by the year 2000. 
Alarming as these figures are, they do not tell the whole story. 
Large parts of Latin America are already suffering from wide-
spread hunger and malnutrition, incredible poverty, an assortment 
of economic and political ills, and a long history of resource mis-
management. Even if these countries did not have runaway popula-
tion growth rates, most of them would be in serious trouble just 
to feed their people and provide the essentials of life, let alone 
make the sort of economic and industrial progress for which they 
are all striving. 
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Just to maintain today's unenviable level of misery for its popu-
lace, El Salvador in 19 years will have to duplicate every structure, 
every hospital, every school, and every jail. Every professional per-
son in the country must be replaced by two professionals in 19 
years . Agricultural production, imports, and manufacture must all be 
doubled. Every facility for the maintenance of a society of human 
beings that El Salvador has managed to accumulate in several 
centuries of history must be duplicated by 1987, just to maintain 
the status quo. This is a monumental challenge, one which the 
United States would find extremely difficult, if not impossible, to 
meet. El Salvador, with none of the United States' great wealth, 
with a stumbling economy and inadequate agriculture, and with 
half of its population illiterate, doesn't have a chance of doing it. 
And to make matters worse, people in El Salvador, as everywhere 
in Latin America, have rising expectations. They have heard about 
and seen pictures of the life that is available to some of the world's 
people, a.nd will not be satisfied merely to maintain the status quo. 
The social unrest, civil disorder, and guerrilla warfare that are in-
creasing in the nations of Latin America are only a preview of 
what will happen in future years as millions of dissatisfied people 
demand a larger share of the good life. 
Hunger is a basic fact of life in Latin America, causing an esti-
mated one death in four. Death from hunger is of course very 
difficult to estimate, because hunger-weakened people usually fall 
prey to other diseases. Malnutrition is common. One-third of the 
population of Guatemala and Bolivia suffer protein deficiency, 
while the figure reaches one-half in Ecuador and Colombia. The 
Indians of the interior of Peru habitually chew coca leaves, the 
source of cocaine, to suppress their hunger pains. The caloric con-
tent of the diet of millions is insufficient to support a day's work, 
and after generations has produced the '"lazy," listless peasants so 
often commented on in Latin America today. In Brazil, wheat 
flour is commonly stretched with cassava, a starchy substance con-
taining virtually no protein, and the results for the people are 
obvious. Governments tend to measure food production in calories, 
ignoring the importance of other essential nutrients, such as pro-
tein and vitamins. Latin America would have to increase her food 
production by 50% immediately to feed today's population 
adequately. 
Desperate women will do almost anything to limit their hungry 
families . The abortion rate is appallingly high throughout Latin 
America. The leading cause of death for women between the ages 
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of 15 and 45 is bungled illegal abortions. The hospitals are filled 
with these cases; they accounted for 40% of admissions in Chile 
a year ago. In Colombia among the poor, women reportedly pro-
gress from ineffective native forms of contraception to quack abor-
tion to frigidity to infanticide and even suicide in the attempt to 
control their family sizes. "Masked infanticide" is common in the 
hungrier areas. This is a situation in which parents simply allow 
a baby or small child to die when there is not enough food to go 
around, whether of starvation or from an infection. These parents 
are apt to show resentment if an outsider attempts to treat the 
child. When it dies, they are more likely to show relief than sorrow. 
Attempts at population control are being made. In the past three 
years, for instance, family planning clinics have been established 
in 16 countries. These are primarily supported by international 
organizations- only in Chile and Colombia are the clinics directly 
sponsored by the govemments. But there is very slight prospect 
that these efforts will be able to lower the rate of population 
growth significantly in the near future. Forty percent of the popu-
lation of Latin America is under 15 years of age, and have their 
entire reproductive lives ahead of them. The death rate is still 
somewhat higher than in the developed world in most countries, 
but is dropping steadily as modem medicine reaches more and 
more Latin Americans. There is, therefore, every reason to expect 
the growth rates to continue booming for several years, and no 
justification for even limited optimism about the progress being 
made by family planning efforts. 
The islands of the Caribbean have been overpopulated for some 
time. Puerto Rico has managed to ease the strain considerably by 
exporting large numbers to the United States. More recently, an 
extensive family planning program has helped to reduce her birth 
rate to one of the lowest in the area. However, large public health 
programs have also fantastically reduced the death rate, so she will 
still double in 47 years. Puerto Rico has the advantage over her 
neighbors of being in a position to draw on the resources of the 
United States for food and other needs; but she still has serious 
economic and nutritional problems, which cannot really be solved 
until her population growth is stopped. 
The other Caribbean islands are in even deeper trouble. The 
soils, as has often happened in tropical Latin America, have been 
seriously depleted and leached, following the removal of the 
protective forest cover and intensive cultivation over a long period 
of time. Malnutrition, particularly protein deficiency, is ubiquitous. 
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The Green Sea Turtle, once an abundant sauce of protein for the 
region, is now virtually extinct, due to overintensive hunting. In 
Haiti, an estimated three-fourths of the children are undernourished; 
in fact a recent drought resulted in the death by starvation in one 
month of hundreds in one small district alone. The United Nations 
stood by, ready to bring in assistance, but the government permitted 
only the most minimal aid at the eleventh hour, too late to save 
those hundreds. Apparently, the government prefers saving face to 
saving children, an attitude which is not uncommon in Latin 
America, as well as other parts of the world. 
The most spectacular population growth rates in the world are 
to be found in Central America. Frantic attempts to provide food 
for all these mouths result in the clearing and cultivation at a 
subsistence level of more and more unsuitable land. Most of the 
richer dry forest land has long since been put to the plow. Now 
these hungry countries are turning to the wet forest areas, often 
wasting that resource in the process, only to find the unpro-
tected soil quickly destroyed through leaching and heavy erosion. 
As time goes by, the enormously rich resources of South America, 
which have been so ballyhooed in the past, look more and more 
like a mirage. Those that are real, such as precious metals and 
agricultural products like coffee, cotton, bananas, timber and food, 
have been systematically exploited by the developed world. South 
America's soils are in large part devoted to these exportable com-
modities, while increasing millions are suffering from hunger and 
malnutrition. Much of South America's soil, never the richest, has 
been impoverished through bad farming practices. Deforestation, 
followed by severe erosion and the loss of watersheds, is a familiar 
story in many areas. 
The extremely rich fishing grounds of the Humboldt Current off 
the coast of Peru are currently being intensively harvested to make 
fishmeal. This high protein commodity, rather than being used to 
supplement the severely protein- and fat-deficient diet of the local 
populace, is sent to the United States, Japan, Europe, and South 
Africa to be used in livestock feed. Now the fishery is showing 
signs of depletion. 
Brazil has been importing wheat in increasing quantities for the 
last 25 years. By 1964, only one-fourth of he wheat needs were 
being produced domestically, despite the opening of new lands for 
wheat. Brazil's agricultural situation is a truly desolate scene, even 
without considering the economic, social, and demographic condi-
tions which aggravate it. Only 2% of the total land is under culti-
vation, and in all the vastness there appears to be none that can 
(CONTINUED ON PAGE 41) 
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liFE IN THE MISSIONS 
liFE ON THE RANCHOS 
RuBEN E. LoPEZ 
In the relatively short period of seventy-five years, the cultural 
pattern of California was changed from that of the primitive, easy-
going aborigine to a thriving, bustling community of wealth and 
well-being. For thousands of years prior to the coming of the 
Franciscan Missionaries, the life of the California native had re-
mained unchanged. Living was easy; the climate was good; and 
nature supplied enough food for survival. 
The population at the coming of the Fathers had been estimated 
at between 100,000 and 150,000.1 These Indians have been labelled 
the lowest in the scale of American Indians, physically, morally, 
and mentally. They were the least advanced in civilization, and 
the -most childlike. They were not lacking in native intelligence, 
however, for the missions proved them capable of learning and 
adaptation. 
The Indians depended more on vegetable matter than on meat 
for their daily sustenance, their staple food being acorns. The 
acorns were shelled, leached of their tannic acid, pounded into 
flour and roasted or cooked in various ways. Many other seeds 
were eaten in gruels, cakes and other concoctions. A variety of 
grasses were cooked, as were some roots. For a meatier diet, they 
had snails, caterpillars, crickets, grubs, frogs, toads, lizards and 
slugs. Earthworms were made into a soup. Even skunks were 
roasted. Large animals were eaten less often, as they were harder 
to catch. Sometimes the hunters would put on deer heads to get 
within arrow range of the kill. Sometimes they would relay-run a 
deer to exhaustion in order to kill him. Some animals were caught 
in pits and traps. The Indians had no intoxicating drinks; but they 
did smoke. 
Tools were primitive, and the women did all the work of finding 
and preparing the food. The products of their hands were few. 
They made reed baskets capable of holding water, polished wooden 
1 Nellie Van de Grift Sanchez, California and Californians, 4 vols. edited 
by Rockwell D. Hunt. Volume I, The Spanish Period. Chicago: Lewis 
Publishing Company, 1932. p. 193. 
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bowls, simple, coarsely woven cloth and blankets, bows and arrows 
and flintheads, and some very fine canoes and long boats. 
For the most part, the men went naked, except in extreme cold. 
Then they would cover their bodies with mud, to be washed off as 
soon as the sun shone again. The women wore short aprons of 
grasses and reeds covering the lower torso front and back, and 
sometimes also from the shoulders, covering the breasts. They 
bathed daily in streams, but were otherwise unclean in their habits. 
When a hut became too overrun with lice to be habitable, it was 
simply burned down, and a new one erected nearby. 
Generally, they lived a peaceful, happy, uncomplicated life. 
Isolated from other, more complex civilizations, their culture suited 
their own geographic needs. Essentially, it was a stone-age culture. 
After thousands of years, this static social system was radically 
changed by the advent of the Franciscan Friars. 
LIFE IN THE MISSIONS 
The mission was a colonial institution of great importance in the 
spread of the Spanish Empire. Along with the Presidio and the 
Pueblo, the mission was the third major agency used by Spain in 
extending her borders and consolidating her territories.2 Theoreti-
cally, the mission was temporary. It was to continue in a given 
2 The California Missions; A Pictorial History. Staff of Sunset Books. 
Menlo Park, California: Lane Book Company, 1964. p. 31. 
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locality only long enough to get the Indians started on the road to 
Christianity and civilization. Then it was to be secularized, and 
converted to a parish church. The mission neophytes would then 
be released from mission discipline, given their share of the mis-
sion property, and launched as full-fledged members of the colonial 
society. This mission-planned secularization was, of course, never 
accomplished. 3 
The first consideration of the padres in dealing with the Indians 
was the salvation of their souls. Father Junipero Serra and his as-
sistants believed, unequivocally, the doctrines of the church. And 
Father Serra had complete faith in the successful conversion of the 
natives. In his diary he said, "It se·emed to me that they (the 
Indians) would fall shortly into the apostolic and evangelic net."4 
The second step, after the salvation of souls, was to educate 
and civilize the Indians. To this end, the Tndians were attracted to 
the missions through gifts of bright glass beads, clothing, blankets 
and food. When the Fathers had secured their trust, they persuaded 
them to abandon their heathen ways and move into a nearby vil-
lage or the mission compound. Once the Indian had given his con-
sent to join the mission community, he could not leave without 
permission. Once a member, he was subject to rigid authoritarian 
discipline. There were many instances of runaway Indians being 
hunted down and returned to the mission compound for discipline 
- usually a day or two in the stocks. 
3 John Walton Caughey, California. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: 
Prentice-Hall, Incorporated, 1953. p. 72. 
4 George Wharton James, In and Out of the Old Missions of Califomia. 
New York: Grosset and Dunlop, 1927. p. 72. 
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Basically the Indians were peace-loving; but some did resent the 
inhusion of the foreigners into their way of life. Large scale revolts 
sometimes resulted in setting fire to buildings, destroying crops, or 
scattering the herds. Some Indians were indi~dualistic, and re-
belled against the organized life of the mission. Some refused to 
listen to the Padres, and harassed those Indians who did accept 
the Christian religion. In the first five years of the first five mis-
sions, "only 491 infants had been baptized, 462 members enrolled, 
and 62 marriages performed."5 Thus it seems that conversion of the 
Indians was not an easy matter for the Spanish Padres. 
The Missionaries began their teaching of the Indians with the 
basic necessities of how to live-how to wear clothes, how to raise 
and manufacture what they needed .. Then, in accordance with their 
own belief, they taught the most necessary lessons of all, "the 
knowledge of whence they came, whither they were finally going, 
and what was most essential to attain, that end fixed by the 
Creator Himself."6 Emphasis was placed on manual training when 
the Indians were not sufficiently advanced to gain anything from 
regular schooling. This was a first step in becoming civilized, and 
was also a necessary ingredient in the development of the missions 
as self-sustaining communities. Each fully developed mission was 
a great indush·ial school. The largest sometimes managed more than 
2,000 Indians. The men were occupied with tanning, blacksmithing, 
wine making, stock tending, and taking care of the fields. The 
women learned to cook, sew, spin and weave. From the very start, 
marriageable girls and single women were separated from their 
families and made to live in an apartment or building, and to pass 
the nights all by themselves. It was conveniently arranged for their 
health and comfort. During the daytime they were at work suitable 
for their sex in the various shops. When they had finished their 
tasks, they were free to visit their relatives in the mission village 
close by. This institution was an indispensible necessity, due to the 
carnal propensities of the Indians, and as a protection against either 
white or Indian libertines. The apartment which these girls oc-
cupied was commonly called "monjero" (nunnery) and the in-
mates, on account of their segregation, passed as "mojas" (nuns). 
They were free to marry when an opportunity offered itself. This 
would happen when a youth wanted a wife. He would apply to 
the missionaries. The intended girl was notified, and if she agreed, 
5 The California Missions, op. cit., p. 29. 
6 James, op. cit., p. 73. 
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preparations would be made in accord with the regulations of 
the church.7 
In order to relieve the monotony of the daily work load, the 
Padres encouraged the observance of nearly every feast day on 
their calendar. Thus fiestas, games and celebrations were frequent-
ly held. In many of the missions, the Indians were granted a two-
week's vacation every five weeks so that they might visit their 
villages. 
Under the mission regime, it is unquestionably true that the 
lot of the Indians was greatly improved from their aboriginal con-
dition. They were kept in a state of reasonable cleanliness, were 
well clothed, were taught and required to do useful work, learned 
many new and helpful arts, and were instructed in the basic mat-
ters of the Catholic faith. 
Discipline was difficult. It was maintained by punishment of 
shackles, hobbles, stocks, imprisonment, or flogging. One report 
says that there were no more than twenty-five lashes a day; and 
women were very rarely flogged. 8 Runaways were a constant prob-
lem; and the heavy death rate among the mission population was a 
greater problem still. The Mission Fathers justified the punishment 
inflicted on the lndians with the argument that the undeveloped 
minds of the Indians could be reached only through physical 
punishment.9 
There are conflicting accounts of the character of the Indians. 
A European artist, writing of the San Francisco Mission Indians in 
1816, said the J\1Iission Fathers characterized their native charges as 
" . . . lazy, stupid, jealous, gluttonous, timorous," and he added, "I 
have never seen any of them laugh. I have never seen a single one 
look anyone in the face. They have the air of taking no interest in 
anything."10 
James felt that this criticism of the Indian was unjust. He 
maintained that "all civilization is comparative; all happiness rela-
tive. The highest civilization, and therefore, the most laudable 
object of ambition to one, is a burden and weariness of the flesh 
7 Zephyrin Engelhardt, Mission San Juan Bautista; A School of Church 
Music. Santa Barbara, California: Schauer Printing Studio, Incorporated, 
1931. p. 6. 
8 The American Heritage Book of Indians. Edited by Alvin M. Josephy, 
Jr. New York: American Hertiage Publishing Company, 1961. p. 304. 
9 Spencer Crump, California's Spanish Missions, Yesterday and Today. 
Los Angeles : Trans-Anglo Book Company, 1964. p . 17. 
10 The American Heritage Book of Indians. Ibid . Op. Cit. 
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to another. It is an exceedingly difficult matter for the objects of 
one kind of civilization to look with any but superior, haughty and 
critical eyes upon the objects of every other civilization."11 
James was also critical of the educational program of the mis-
sions. He said, "The fatal defect of this whole Spanish system was 
that no effort was made to educate the Indians, or teach them to 
read, and think and act for themselves."12 Originally, the plan was 
to help the Indians with their own language. However, there were 
six distinct languages between Sonoma and San Diego; and each 
language had a number of dialects. Sanchez estimated that there 
were 135 dialects in all.13 With the handicap of dialects, and the 
generally backward culture of the Indians, it is not surprising that 
the padres never did have time in their few years of domination 
to educate the Indians in a broad sense. Actually only a few of the 
brighter ones learned to read and write. 
Undoubtedly the single most outstanding contribution to the de-
velopment of the country was the introduction of agriculture. The 
rich yield of the soil far surpassed the gold of the hills. The 
Spaniards were the first farmers of California, and it is to their 
experiments that we owe the beginnings of many of our present 
great industries which depend upon agricultural produce. The 
missionaries had brought with them all sorts of garden and field 
tools, seeds, grains and cattle supplied out of the "Pious Fund". 
The principal chores of the Indian neophytes was to plow, plant, 
build irrigation ditches, harvest the crops, thresh the grain (wheat 
11 James, op. cit., p. 72 
12 Ibid. 
13 Sanchez, op. cit., p. 191 
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and barley), husk the corn, and gather the harvest of beans, peas, 
garbanzos, lentils, grapes and a myriad of other fruits . The land 
which had previously yielded only acorns and wild berries, now 
produced abundant crops of all kinds. According to Sanchez, Mis-
sion San Gabriel was the "mother of agriculture". Wheat was raised 
and sold to the Russians. Here the first grapes and oranges were 
planted. Mission San Jose started wheat production with one square 
mile of wheat. Since there were no fences, the Indians dug a deep 
ditch around the field with their hands and sticks, to keep out 
cattle and horses. Sometimes the small gardens (mil pas) were 
guarded by naked Indians who encircled it and made loud noises 
to ward off intruding animals.l4 
The methods of tilling and reaping were almost biblical in their 
simplicity. The primitive wooden plow merely scratched the sur-
face. Large branches were then dragged over the soil to harrow it. 
The seed was then broadcast, and the soil being rich, the re-
sultant yield was enormous. Sometimes enough wheat was left in 
the field so it would resow itself. The wheat was cut with hand 
sickles and tied into sheaves. 
The wheat harvest was celebrated by special religious ceremon-
ies. The last sheaves were tied to poles in the form of the cross 
and brought to the mission in a procession. Bells were rung, and 
the Father, in robes and carrying a cross, was followed by boys 
with censers and tapers chanting the Te Deum.15 
The California wine industry, too, had its start in the missions. 
Hundreds of barrels of wine and brandy were made; and the in-
come from that portion which was sold was large. The missions 
prospered, but all was not well within the compounds. 
At the end of sixty years, more than thirty thousand Indian con-
verts lived in the mission buildings. They performed their daily 
labors with cheerfulness and thoroughness. Naturally there were 
some exceptions, but in the main the domination of the missionar-
ies was complete. However, the mortality rate of Indians was stag-
gering. Never, during the mission period, did the Indian birth 
rate equal the death rate. Miscarriages and abortions increased to 
such an extent that the Spaniards believed the Indians were de-
liberately practicing this type of infanticide. Thus, they declared 
that any Indian woman who suffered a miscarriage was guilty of 
a criminal offense. Padre Zalvidea at Mission San Gabriel de-
termined the penalty for this crime. The "guilty" woman was 
14 Sanchez, op. cit., p. 436 
15 Ibid. 
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flogged at given intervals for fifteen days, had irons put on her 
feet, and was forced to attend church with a dummy baby of wood 
in her arms.16 
Dr. S. F. Cook of the University of California reports in his re-
search that forty-five per cent of the decrease in Indian population 
under mission rule was attributable to disease. Measles, influenza, 
smallpox and syphillis led the attack. Infant mortality was seventy-
five per cent up to the age of two.l' 
The mission system has divided historians into two camps- those 
who consider {t a good institution for its day, and those who look 
upon it as a malevolent one. Father Junipero Serra, in reality, had 
founded a Christian republic of the communal type. Both in their 
production and in their distribution, riches were held in common. 
All material goods belonged to the community. Like their friars, 
the Indians possessed nothing of their own. Some who viewed the 
scene said these were the happiest people they had ever seen; that 
life was like a long festival day without care ·and almost without 
toil. 18 Due to the genius and saintliness of Father Serra, possibly 
the dream of a utopia was realized during the "Golden Age". Since 
1769, one hundred and forty-six Fernandinos, all told, had carried 
on their activity in the country. They had baptized one hundred 
thousand, blessed twenty-eight thousand marriages, and celebrated 
seventy-four thousand burial rites. Certainly they had not been 
lacking in zeal. Proof that they had not been unkind or inconsider" 
16 Edwin Corle, The Royal Highway. New York: Duell, Sloan and Pearce, 
1949. p. 95. 
17 Ibid. p. 94 
18 Hubert Howe Bancroft, The \Vorks of Hubert Howe Bancroft. Volume 
XIX. San Francisco: The History Company, 1886. 
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ate in their treatment of the Indians was shown in the affection, 
the attachment, and the veneration which the neophytes manifested 
toward their Padres. They not only obeyed them like children, but 
they adored them.19 
19 Orner Englebert, The Last of the Conquistadors: Junipero Serra. New 
York: Harcourt, Brace and Company, 1956. p. 339. 
LIFE ON THE RANCHOS 
Spain had a policy of encouraging any means of settlement of 
her possessions in the New World. However, during her dominion 
in California, ownership of lands was as a rule granted only to the 
missions and pueblos. The missionaries jealously resisted the giving 
of the land to individuals, basically on the ground of the bad 
character of the first settlers, and their unfavorable influence on 
the Indians. However, in time, circumstances arose that made the 
private rancho a necessity. In 1775 Rivera made such a grant to 
Manuel Butr6n, who thus became California's first ranchman.l 
In 1786 Pedro Fages was empowered to make private grants, not 
to exceed three leagues in extent, to be beyond the limits of the 
existing pueblos, not to conflict with the missions or Indian vil-
lages, and to be outfitted by the grantee with a stone house and 
stocked by him with at least 2,000 head of cattle. Most of the large 
land grants were made during the Mexican regime, especially to-
ward the latter part of that period, when it became increasingly 
evident that California would pass to the control of the United 
States. In 1824 a law was passed that increased the amount of land 
that could be given out. Anyone who was willing to become 
naturalized and to accept the Catholic faith might acquire for the 
asking, eleven square leagues of land- one league to be irrigated, 
four dependent on rain, and six for grazing. Ranchos were always 
spoken of in terms of leagues, not acres. A rancho of four or five 
square leagues was considered comparatively small. 2 
Boundaries were loosely defined by some well known land-marks, 
such as two chains of hills, and beginning at some definite point, 
generally marked by a pile of stones called a "mojonera". The tract 
was measured by a horseman galloping at full speed with a fifty-
foot reata trailing behind him. The quantity of land was roughly 
estimated or guessed at, the convenient phrase "poco mas o menos" 
(a little more or less) being used to cover any deficiency or excess. 
1 Nellie Van de Grift Sanchez, California and the Californians. 4 vols. 
edited by Rockwell D. Hunt. Volume I, The Spanish Period, Chicago: 
The Lewis Publishing Company, 1932. p . 430. 
2 Ibid. p. 431. 
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It is easy to understand how this vague description inevitably 
caused much trouble and litigation when these properties fell into 
the hands of American occupants.3 
By 1830 there were fifty private ranchos in existence, fourteen 
of them being in the Monterey district, with nearly 400 inhabitants. 
Each rancho had its distinguishing name, such as Pinole. Pinole 
referred to a time when a party of Spanish soldiers were saved 
from starvation at the place by the pinole (gruel) given them by 
Indians. Another was Sal es Puedes (get out if you can), in refer-
ence to an occasion when an exploring party was lost in a maze 
of ravines and hills . Others implied a facetious reference to some 
experience, amusing or otherwise, such as Las Pulgas (the fleas), 
which commemorates an occasion when Spanish discoverers were 
nearly devoured by these insects in an Indian village. Many of 
the names still survive today. 
Basically, there were quite a few resemblances betwen the feu-
dal estates of the Middle Ages in Europe, and the wealthier 
ranchos. Each had its over-lord, mayordomo, or steward and his 
band of retainers. One mayordomo said he could raise for his 
master 300 fighting men in a few hours. The ranchos of California 
also had much in common with the plantations of the South before 
the abolition of slavery. Both had a large body of unpaid laborers 
to bear the burden of the work. On the plantation there was a 
"Negro quarter" in the rear of the big house where the white folks 
lived; in California there was the "Indiada". Some ranchos sup-
ported whole tribes . 
3 Ibid. 
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Life on the ranchos was carried on in a simple patriarchal sys-
tem. The rancho family was a self-sustaining economic and social 
unit, and comparatively isolated from the outside world. The 
"ranchero", the family's majgr contact with life beyond the rancho, 
was the unquestioned master of his estate. He was implicity obeyed 
by both his family and the Indians.4 
Even though the ranchero ruled with an iron hand, there was a 
very strong bond between members of the family, particularly be-
tween parents and children. Families numbered from fifteen to 
twenty, or even more, to which were added in-laws and orphans. 
To take an orphaned child was considered a privilege, not a 
burden. In spite of affectionate ties, the family observed strict 
discipline. Fathers could administer corporal punishment to sons 
even sixty years of age, and no one would dare to smoke in his 
father's presence. Children had to ask permission to sit down in 
the presence of elders. Even when no family relationship existed, 
older persons could inflict physical punishment upon young people 
when they SaW fit.G 
The ranch house varied in size and comfort according to the 
fortune of the owner. Generally it was made of adobe, with walls 
two or three feet thick, and a roof of overlaping tile. The houses 
were comfortable, roomy, warm in winter, cool in summer. The 
doors were of rawhide, stretched over sticks, and the rafters were 
made of straight young trees with bark stripped off. There were 
no locks on the door; as there was nothing to steal, and there were 
no thieves. Every farmhouse had from sixty to eighty dogs, and 
every village had at least a thousand. It was said that a ranchero 
riding to town was sometimes followed by a train of dogs half 
a mile long. 
It was noted by travelers, that in spite of the number of cattle, 
milk and other dairy products were seldom used by Californians. 
If they had witnessed the milking of a half-wild cow, they would 
have understood. The milking procedure required the combined ef-
forts of three people; one held the animal by the head, another the 
reata by which its hind legs were tied, and a third milked with 
one hand and held the receptacle in the other. Beef was the princi-
pal item of food. Tortillas formed their only bread. Beans appeared 
at every meal, and red peppers entered into nearly every dish. The 
4 Andrew F. Rolle, California: A History. New York: TI10mas Y. Crowell 
Company, 1963. p. 116. 
5 Ibid. 
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drink was usually water. Contrary to some writers' impressions, 
there was not an excessive use of liquor. Bancroft wrote, "Drunken-
ess was not common, although liquor was common and cheap."6 
Wearing apparel and other commodities were obtained by selling 
hides, horns, and tallow to the trading vessels. This extensive ex-
port gave California almost her only commercial contact with the 
outside world during her existence as a province of Mexico.7 
f<'or many years cattle raising was the chief industry. Little at-
tention was paid to general farming, partly because there was no 
market for agricultural produce, and partly because the plodding 
tasks and narrow confines of plowing and planting were not suited 
to the temperament of these people. Not all Californians lived a 
life of luxury. Many rancheros rose long before dawn and worked 
unceasingly in the cultivation of their fields and in other labors. It 
should be noted, however, that the idle care-free habits of many 
of the white rancheros was due to the presence of a large number 
of inferiors, whose labor could be had for little or nothing. It was 
a temptation that could not be resisted by the more superior 
people. The Californians suffered also from the added disadvantage 
of having too much done for them by a paternal government. The 
regular ship coming from San Blas loaded with supplies was a bad 
thing for the ambition of the people. 
The Indians not only furnished the land for these great ranchos, 
but they did practically all the work of its development. Individual-
ly the efficiency of the Indians was not high, but collectively they 
were the main factor in building up the fortunes of "the white 
lords of the soil". 8 
Entertainment was a major part of life in California during these 
times. The better houses were designed with this in mind. The 
main room was a large hall for dancing, the universal amusement. 
Some dances, such as those celebrating weddings, would last as 
long as a week. The lower classes had the "fandango". The better 
classes termed their dance the "bailes" from "bailar", to dance. 
Popular folk dances were the "jota", "jarabe" (a heel and toe 
movement with tapping) and the "contra danza" (intricate figures 
combined with the waltz). Dances were sometimes accompanied 
6 Hubert Howe Bancroft, The 'Vorks of Hubert Howe Bancroft. Volume 
XIX. San Francisco: The History Company, 1886. 
7 Robert Glass Cleland, From Wilderness to Empire. A History of Cali-
fornia. Edited by Glenn S. Dumke. New York: Alfred A. Knopf Com-
pany, 1959. p. 68. 
8 Sanchez, op. cit., p. 432. 
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by the impromptu reciting of verses . Amusements came also in the 
form of hunts-bear hunts (grizzly), elk, and wild horse hunts. 
Attacking and subduing wild bulls was also considered a great 
sport in which to participate. "Wash day", incredible as it may 
seem to us, was another sort of fiesta. The soiled linen was gen-
erally allowed to accumulate for several weeks and then half the 
village went to the nearest springs to make a picnic of doing the 
laundry. 
The rancheros were famous for their hospitality. A host some-
times canied his attention to a guest so far as to leave a few coins 
in a dish on a table in the guest's room. This was done to save 
the visitor the embarrassment of asking for money. If the guest 
neglected to return such a loan, most hosts politely forgot about it. 0 
J. B. Dye, a pioneer of 1832, writes, "After I became acquainted 
with the language and the people of California, I could travel from 
Sonoma to San Diego without a horse of my own, or spending a 
cent of money. Never was there a more hospitable, generous, and 
kindly people on the face of the earth than the native hom Cali-
fornian."10 
9 Rolle, op. cit., p. 119. 
10 Sanchez, op. cit., p. 444. 
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The abundance of game (animal, fowl, and fish) created more 
of a problem than a hunter's paradise. Rabbits were so over-popu-
lating the land that the rancheros got together and burned the grass 
to drive them out. In one year 80,000 otter skins were obtained 
from the Farollones alone. Immense herds of cattle and horses 
roamed the plains and valleys. Horses were slaughtered by the 
thousands simply to prevent any increase. Sometimes they were 
driven into rivers to drown, or over the precipices. They were 
worth nothing in money, as there was no one to buy. In 1813, 
trade with Lima, Peru was established. The hide and tallow trade 
(with grain and wine) brought cloth and manufactured goods to 
California. 
Gambling was another form of recreation. Californians were ad-
dicted to horse-racing, and were always ready to risk their fortunes 
on the results. The better class were not inveterate gamblers. They 
usually only bet on saints' days, or at the races, and then usually 
for the excitement rather than avarice. Indians, however, would 
wager away the shirts on their backs and even wagered their wives 
and children. 
Money was little known and seldom used in California. Almost 
all business transactions were carried on by barter. Hides, or the 
"California bank notes"' had a fluctuating value from one to three 
dollars. With the exception of a few simple household crafts, there 
was no manufacture of any kind. Consequently, they depended 
upon foreign ships to supply almost all needs . A trading vessel's 
cargo contained everything imaginable, from Chinese fireworks to 
English cart wheels. According to Dana, profit on a voyage fre-
quently ran as high as 300 per cent. Long term credit was extended 
by the foreign merchant, as losses on bad debts was very rare.U 
With very rare exceptions, there were no schools in California 
(barring those of the mission used for indoctrination) during the 
Spanish and Mexican periods. Also, there was no post office, news-
paper, magazine, library, museum, theater, art gallery . . . or any-
thing else by way of education or diversion. Many of the largest 
landowners were so uneducated that they had to make the . sign of 
the cross on wills or other important papers.1 2 
The period of the greatest prosperity of the ranchos was from 
1828 to 1846, when their owners found a ready sale with the 
English and American traders for their hides and tallow. It was 
11 Cleland, op. cit., p. 70. 
12 Cleland, op. cit., p. 71. 
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during this time that the foundations were laid for the great 
fortunes, which in some instances have lasted even to our own 
times. From the social aspect, this was the romantic period in the 
Spanish-Mexican era - the days of the "cattle barons". William 
Heath Davis gives a list of the largest land and cattle owners of 
that time. For example, Francisco Pacheco owned San Felipe and 
San Luis Gonzales ranchos - 90,000 acres stocked with 14,000 head 
of cattle, 500 horses and mares, and 15,000 sheep. The sites now 
occupied by the cities of Oakland, Alameda and Berkeley are only 
a part of what was once the Rancho San Antonio, property of Don 
Luis Peralta, which furnished pasture for 8,000 head of cattle, 
2,000 horses and mares. Davis stated, "I make the assertion, with-
out fear of contradiction, that the department of California, pre-
vious to and after the ruin of the missions, in proportion to popula-
tion, was the richest country under Spanish dominion and in-
habited by citizens of Castilian extraction."13 
California maintained a life that was almost primitive in its 
simplicity, in which ambition and material progress had little 
place. But all early American writers seem to agree that California, 
during the period before foreign influence had made itself felt, 
was the happiest community, the most free from care, in the whole 
world. 
The Secularization Act was passed by the Mexican Congress on 
August 17, 1833. Theoretically, secularization was supposed to give 
the mission lands back to the Indians, thus making them a self-
sustaining people. Very few of the secular administrators were con-
scientious and capable; and the mission properties slipped rapidly 
from their control to private hands. The Indians themselves were 
even more prompt in disposing of their individual shares of land. 
After losing their property, a few returned to the m~ssions, and a 
few found employment on the ranchos. But the vast majority of 
them slipped back to their original way of life.H 
13 Sanchez, op. cit., p. 433. 
14 John Walton Caughey, California. Englewood Cliffs, New Jersey: Prent-
ice-Hall, Incorporated, 1953. p. 164. 
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really be called good. Probably not much more can be profitably 
cultivated on a continuous basis. The lush jungles of the Amazon 
basin cover lateritic soils, an extremely poor type of soil common to 
the tropics. The coffee plantations have had a history of migration 
to progressively poorer land as the richer became exhausted, aban-
doning it to destruction by erosion. The farmers in the Amazon 
region, as well as those in the drought-ridden northeast, are forced 
to move continually just to stay alive. Thousands every year flee to 
the appalling slums of the cities, as they do in many South American 
were used to grow protein-rich soybeans, it would not be enough 
gether with more efficient farming methods, could no doubt go a 
long way toward brightening the picture, perhaps in time even 
reclaiming some of the ruined land. However, extreme population 
pressure seldom leads to such policies, and malnourished, hungry 
farmers are not capable of carrying them out. 
Much of what has been done in the past may prove to be not 
only a great waste of resources, but largely irreversible. Ecological 
ignorance has contributed greatly to Latin America's present di-
lemma. Vast tracts of forest have disappeared, usually from the 
better soils. As often as not, the timber has been completely wasted 
or at best used for fuel. With the forests went the stable ecology 
which had developed with them; the soils with their covering of 
humus, the controlled water sytems, and rich and varied animal 
life. Even in the Amazon Basin, which has been subjected to in-
termittent, scattered, and largely unsuccessful attempts at cultiva-
tion, there are reports that the formerly abundant wildlife is van-
ishing. 
There have been a few imaginative proposals to utilize the exist-
ing ecology, rather than to destroy it, in producing both food for 
the local people and income-producing crops. Such a suggestion is 
the one of developing tree crops in the wet forest areas, perhaps 
together with vine crops or some other kind of annual beneath the 
trees. The trees could be fruit, rubber, oil palm, or any other profit-
able tropical type. A forest culture project of this sort, yielding a 
variety of valuable products, Colonia Yucatan, has been success-
fully developed in Mexico. The difficulty is that developments like 
this need time, money, and organization, all of which are in short 
supply. There have also been proposals to domesticate native 
animals for food, as an alternative to traditional imported animals. 
So far as I know, this possibility has not even been explored. 
Latin American officials in the past have tended to discount or 
ignore the significance of the population growth rates in their 
countries. Some still prefer to blame their troubles on economic 
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maladjustments or outside exploitation, overlooking the fact that 
most of these nations are unable even to feed their inhabitants to-
day. What will happen as even greater numbers make greater 
demands upon the already overburdened and backward agriculture 
I leave to your imaginations. But these leaders still place most of 
their faith in reformed and updated agriculture, which is certainly 
necessary and long overdue. Perhaps if it had been instigated 20 
years ago, before population growth began to outstrip the food 
supply, the situation would not be quite so black today. But the 
bitter fact remains that in relation to her resources and even to her 
potential food producing ability under ideal conditions, Latin 
America as a whole is probably already overpopulated, some parts 
obviously more so than others. Without some kind of population 
control, the most herculean efforts to raise food production are 
doomed to failure in the long run. 
The resistance of Latin American leaders to the idea of popula-
tion control is doubtless partly due to the position of the Church. 
In addition they are strongly influenced by a traditional mystique 
of manhood associated with large numbers of children, and by be-
liefs that children are necessary as social security and as a source 
of labor on the farm. Powerful nationalistic feelings also make 
these people regard suggestions from North Americans and Euro-
peans about population control with considerable suspicion. They 
seem to think this is some subtle new form of imperialism. For this 
reason, it is imperative that the U.S. bring its own population 
growth under strict control. At the International Planned Parent-
hood Federation Council last year in Chile, the U.S. Ambassador 
to that country missed the opening session because his wife was 
giving birth to their seventh child. No wonder they are suspicious! 
A great obstacle to bringing the population growth rate under 
control in Latin America is unquestionably the Roman Catholic 
Church. Last July Pope Paul VI issued his encyclical banning birth 
control, thereby dealing a death-blow to any hope that the Church 
might be a positive force in achieving population control. The 
encyclical brought forth an uproar of dissent in North America and 
Europe, but the conservative hierarchy in Latin America has gen-
erally expressed approval. The younger, more liberal elements have 
remained quiet. Although as in the rest of the world, attitudes on 
birth control are correlated more closely to social class and educa-
tion level than to religious belief, the powerful Latin American 
Church acts as a block against progress on population control at 
the governmental level and in education. 
Shortly after the encyclical was issued, the world was treated to 
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the spectacle of the Pope visiting the poor in Colombia, praying 
for peace and sympathizing with their plight. Simultaneously he 
defended his stand on birth control which promotes the population 
growth and makes war and poverty inevitable. Colombia's Presi-
dent Lleras kept quiet during the Pope's visit about the encyclical. 
However, he intends to continue and even expand the govern-
ment's family planning program, one of only two such programs 
in Latin America. It is a tragedy that there are not more leaders 
like him. 
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PROBLEMS OF METROPOLITAN 
GROWTH IN SAN SALVADOR 
AND SAO PAULO 
By FRANCIS VIOLICH 
Professor of City and Regional Planning 
University of California, Berkeley 
In this presentation recent professional experience in studies 
concerning the present and future urban structure of several Latin 
American metropolitan areas is used as a source of understanding 
of urban growth in that rapidly urbanizing world region. First, 
this experience points up the necessity for a vast increase in urban-
oriented research related to the underlying social, economic and 
institutional forces that are shaping the urban physical environ-
ment of Latin America. For this the collaboration of the academic 
world both in the United States and in Latin America is needed. 
Secondly, the experience points up the need for urban planning 
methodology directly focused on the particular social-environment-
al situation of the Latin American urban areas and the critical and 
urgent needs of the people there. While U. S. urban planning 
methods and processes are now being revised in the light of rela-
tively neglected social issues, urban Latin America needs to de-
velop-almost from scratch-methods that will focus directly on and 
use as a point of departure the many social issues that form the 
hard core of the problems of these troubled cities. This is the task 
of the professional both in Latin America and in the U. S., par-
ticularly those of us who work with our universities. 
For the first time in Latin America, comprehensive urban de-
velopment plans are being prepared in several counties in combina-
tion with proposals for new institutional frameworks within which 
the plans can serve as part of a continuing policy-making and pro-
gramming function. These projects are new in that they take into 
consideration the full range of social, economic, physical and in-
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stitutional aspects of urban development and they are being carried 
out on a joint, inter-American basis, involving professional person-
nel from both the particular country and from the U. S. This con-
tribution to the panel on Problems of Urban Growth in Latin 
America is based primarily on the author's involvement in two such 
studies, for the Metropolitan Area of San Salvador, capital of El 
Salvador, and for the Metropolitan Area of Sao Paulo, Brazil, al-
though the author had previously participated in two urban de-
veloment and planning studies in Chile, namely, for the southern 
cities of Puerto Montt and Osorno. 
San Salvador: the Minimum Case of Metropolitan Growth 
In the case of San Salvador, some 22 municipalities hold some 
500,000 people, with about half of them in the capital itself. Con-
servative projections show that this figure should triple by 1990, 
and the problem is how to distribute new development and at the 
same time how to raise the level of housing and community facil-
ities to improve the very low living standards now characteristic 
of some fifty percent of the population. The conformation of the 
land tends to encourage smaller scale settlement patterns which 
maximize identity and small-scale social structuring, and it was 
found that these are two conditions important to social change and 
the goals of development of the individual and of the family. With 
great complexity of development problems before them and the 
Spanish cultural inclination toward inventory behind them, Salva-
dorean urban planners tend toward the compilation of all known 
information about all aspects of the problem. This can be offset 
by a problem-oriented approach in which certain key issues identi-
fied by the community can be researched in depth and used as 
points of departure for ultimately dealing with all problems. 
Policy making for future urban form raises questions of values 
and goal formulation as between those of the planner and those 
of the community, particularly when a sometimes formidable gap 
in social levels lies between the planner and the community. An-
other key question is to what extent the policies and programs of 
the plan should comprehensively cover such nonphysical determin-
ants of the form of urban growth as social, economic and institu-
tional policies. Should these be used only as goals and program 
targets to be maximized by the most advantageous spatial arrange-
ment of the various components of the urban environment? In this 
sense, what is the most effective spatial relationship of dwelling 
types, community facilities and places of employment? In San 
Salvador, policies on these matters are to be resolved through the 
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setting up of a new system and chain of command by which all 
of the municipalities can be looked upon as a metropolitan whole 
and a balance of power and influence established among the 
municipalities. The capital presently holds more than half the 
population and a high share of industry and other payrolls. 
All of these are critical aspects of plan-making and program-
ming instruments, and their newness in the Salvadorean situation 
requires considerable adjustment by officials, professionls and com-
munity leaders. Indeed, out of this kind of thinking has come a 
fresh concern for the planning of the metropolitan area of the 
capital to relate effectively to other urban centers of the country as 
a whole and its broad economic and social development directions. 
In the case of Sao Paulo, growth is similarly expected to triple 
present levels by 1990, but with a significant difference in scale. 
Here some thirty-eight municip§J-lities are involved and an estimated 
population of 20,000,000. In 1940 the Sao Paulo population was 
1,500,000, or that projected for San Salvador; by 1956 this had 
doubled to 3,000,000, a figure which in the past ten years has 
again doubled. Thus, we have in the case of Sao Paulo the fore-
runner of the proportions of urban development for which planning 
will have to be done in other parts of Latin America. This is a 
challenge that raises new problems certainly as formidable or even 
more so than those faced four centuries ago by the Spaniards and 
Portuguese in their first programs of urbanization of the continent. 
For example, is it reasonable at all to consider a "city" of 20,-
000,000 population? Can this scale of concentration be justified in 
view of the great undeveloped frontier of Brazil? Explorations into 
alternative spatial distribution patterns and preliminary testing of 
the transportation media needed to move this many people from 
home to work and to school and to recreation and health facilities 
indicate that management complications may be beyond feasibility. 
This becomes particularly significant when present problems of 
this sort are examined with regard to the present metropolitan 
scale of 6,500,000. One can presently point to three and four hours 
of time lost by individuals in overloaded transport facilities; to 
losses of education for young people; and, indeed, to losses of life 
at times of accident or illness in not being able to reach the hos-
pital in time. 
Again, as in the case of San Salvador, the physical character of 
the land and its ecological requirements is more delicately balanced 
than some will admit, and the question of human scale, identity 
with a place and with a community are important concerns which 
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urban development problems in our own country document. Then, 
the question of priorities as between research and action comes up 
in attempting to seek out best long-term urban development pol-
icies. The Latin American mind would like to record all knowledge 
about the problems in their most extensive multiplicity and from 
this to make a decision for action which is convenient to the 
moment. In San Paulo the difficulty in testing out alternative 
spatial-development patterns in terms of relative social and eco-
nomic benefits and institutional feasibility is hugely complicated 
by reason of the scale of the metropolitan growth and that for 
most professional planners and municipal administrators this is the 
"first time around." It would seem that several perspectives need 
to be dealt with at once: a rather general view of 1990 patterns, of 
the area as a whole, a somewhat clearer and more decisive view 
of selected communities within the whole for the year 1980, and 
very concrete, budgeted action programs coordinated into de-
velopment blueprints for the coming five years, looking at each 
year on its own as they move along. 
However, to set up this kind of planning process in a situation 
like Sao Paulo's is difficult. It involves the thirty-eight local govern-
ments, the very powerful municipality of Sao Paulo with its dynam-
ic development-oriented Mayor, the State of Sao Paulo (which ad-
ministers an economy so advanced that close to one-third of the 
income of the nation is produced by it), and the national govern-
ment itself with the many recently created agencies responsible 
for housing and urban development and planning. Most of all, how 
can this be done by incorporating the great masses of consumers 
of urban development into the planning process so that we can be 
more assured of relevance to their needs and their own view of 
their needs when 1980, 1990 or 2000 roll around? 
This resume can only touch on the critical issues that underly 
the problems of attempting to deal with the record-breaking trends 
toward urban expansion in Latin America. What is happening in 
these two instances is to be found in many other centers in the 
twenty republics, though each in its own way, with its own special 
problems. The more we can work at the heart of any selected situa-
tion, avoiding the generalities that often come from more remote 
contacts with Latin America, the more we will be able to under-
stand the problems and to make contributions toward solutions 
while there is still time to influence the future shape of Latin 
American cities. 
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CAN LATIN AMERICA FINANCE 
ITS OWN HOUSING? 
WILLIAM K. WITIAUSCH, Stanford Research Institute 
Palo, Alto 
One of the most challenging problems of urban growth in Latin 
America is how to finance the construction of millions of new 
dwellings which will be needed in and around its cities. 
The dimensions of the problem in terms of people, space, money 
and time are summarized in a recent United Nations publication 
dealing with this subject.1 This report estimates the annual invest-
ment required on the basis of three constituents of need: (a) the 
population increase, (b) the replacement of obsolescent housing, 
and (c) the removal of existing shortages over a thirty-year period. 
On the basis of these three factors, for each year between 1965 
and 1975, the estimated annual investment required for 80 percent 
of the urban population of Latin America is put at $2,188 million 
per year, of which $1,433 million is for housing and $755 million 
is for community facilities. 
This $2,188 million is based on average cost figures for housing 
the lowest 50 percent income levels and the next higher 30 per-
cent; it does not include the needs of the upper 20 percent of in-
come levels which presumably are adequately housed or able to 
self-finance at least half their financial requirements. Nor are the 
rural areas included, which require an estimated investment of 1 
percent of gross national income each year. If both urban and rural 
areas are included, the combined annual requirement for all in-
come groups comes to $2,700 million per year. 
How does this compare with what is actually taking place? It 
is half again as much as the $1,800 million spent for housing and 
community facilities in Latin America in 1960. Since the 1960 ex-
penditure represented 3.5 percent of aggregate total national in-
comes for that year, the projected $2,700 million investment would 
take over 5 percent. This 5 percent investment for housing and 
community facilities compares to a total investment for all types of 
capital improvement of between 15 and 20 percent gross national 
income, which a developing country needs to make, according to 
I Finance for Housing and Conununity Facilities in Developing Countries, 
United Nations, 1968. 
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another UN report,~ in order to sustain over-all growth rate of 5 
percent per year for the economy as a whole- the target of the de-
velopment decade. A number of Latin American countries are 
achieving this as they learn to make better use of their resources 
than they did a few years ago. 
It may appear naive to expect that all of Latin America will ex-
perience an investment rate in the dimensions and in the manner 
assumed here, yet the essential ingredients for continued economic 
growth are there, and even the required capital resources are not 
beyond the reach of at least some countries. 
The great bulk of these resources will represent domestic capital, 
since external capital can play only a limited- even though vital-
role in assisting mban development. Actually, external capital is 
only needed to pay for imported equipment, material and skills-
imports which do not exceed lO to 15 percent of the total in-place 
investment in cost of housing and community facilities and w4en 
we add external funds in the form of seed capital to help special-
ized institutions channel local savings into housing, the import 
coefficient still comes to no more than 20 percent of the total in-
vestment. 
Twenty percent of the $1,800 million actually expended for 
housing and community facilities in 1960 would represent an in-
vestment from abroad of $360 million. Such a figme is more than 
combined cumulative total- not just the annual total- achieved by 
both the Inter-American Development Bank and the Agency for 
International Development in the field of housing in seven years 
since the Alliance for Progress got under way in 1960. 
2 The Mobilization of Interaal Resources by Developing Countries, United 
Nations Conference on Trade and Development, 15 Sept. 1967. 
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Is it realistic, therefore, to expect that Latin America will be 
able to attract each year; an amount of external investment equal 
to the tutal obtained in seven years? On the face of it, this would 
appear most unlikely. On the other hand, the required amount of 
external support in the form of seed money to achieve the multi-
plier effect with internal savings going into housing and commun-
ity facilities should not be ruled out. Recent international emphasis 
on seed money investments for just such purposes, and the likeli-
hood that such funds will be forthcoming, is high because the in-
ternational community has been alerted to the urgency of the prob-
lems of all developing countries, not just Latin America, but 
Africa and Asia too. The United Nations, the International Union 
of Building Societies and Savings and Loan Associations, and other 
bodies are studying at this very moment proposals to provide the 
seed capital and seed management to stimulate this 4 to 1 domestic 
investment multiplier. The ratio of 80 percent local capital for 
every 20 percent of foreign capital will obtain because housing and 
community facilities are of necessity primarily domestic and not 
foreign investment opportunities, and because local pressures to 
give urban problems and their solution the highest priority are 
mounting everywhere. 
Latin America has a big head start in using seed money for 
housing. With the expectation that international support for hous-
ing investment will be forthcoming, there is reason to believe that 
this continent, the most advanced of the developing areas in the 
world, will find a way to raise the required local funds. To the 
extent it does, Latin America can finance its own housing. 
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THE SERVICES OF THE INTERNATIONAL INSTITUTE OF 
HOUSING TECHNOLOGY TO LATIN AMERICA 
DR. HAROLD E . WALKER 
Executive Vice President 
Fresno State College 
The justification for good and adequate housing goes beyond the 
need of man for decent shelter, the improvement of health con-
ditions or the sense of safety and security it affords. For a house 
is more than a man's shelter. It is his home. It is enduring symbol 
of family life and the cornerstone of society. 
Yet nearly half of the world lives in homes made of mud, homes 
that are continuously at the mercy of climate, drying out and 
crumbling in the sun, eroding and finally washing away in the 
rain. It is exceedingly difficult for a family to lead a fruitful and 
meaningful life in a home such as this. 
This intolerable world-wide housing problem has been met with 
many and often expensive solutions, including programs which 
have .employed the latest theories of urban and rural development 
and the most modern construction technology. Some of these pro-
grams have succeeded, but many of them have failed. 
But the problem has never been met at the source- the mud 
from which these houses are built. 
Since our earliest ancestors found protection in caves, man has 
sought to build shelter from natural danger and discomfort. He 
found his first building material at his feet when he discovered he 
could moisten the soil, mix it with straw or dung, shape it and 
dry it into mud bricks. Almost half of the world today lives in 
homes of this same material, made in the same way, and subject 
to the same drawbacks. Winds and rain erode the mud brick, 
flood waters dissolve it, dangerous bacteria infest the straw and 
other binders and earthquakes bring inevitable tragedy. 
But technological advances in the last 35 years have made it 
possible to use the same mud, permeated with a stabilizer, to de-
velop a solid brick which cannot be dissolved by water nor be 
easily eroded by wind, and in which bacteria cannot flourish. To 
get this information out into every corner of the world where it 
can do the most good, to train people in the use of this new tech-
nology, and to demonstrate how this technology can provide maxi-
mum results with a minimum of resources, the International In-
stitute of Housing Technology was formed under the Fresno State 
College Foundation. 
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There are a number of good reasons for establishing such an 
institute at Fresno. We have excellent brickmaking soils there. In 
addition, the hot, dry summers are ideal for drying bricks in the 
sun and the climatic conditions are similar to those in the areas 
of greatest need around the world. And, finally, about 10 miles 
north of Fresno is one of the nation's largest adobe brick manu-
facturing plants. The management of this plant cooperates un-
stintingly with us, providing the Institute with over 35 years of 
experience in making what we call stabilized adobe bricks. 
The regular bricks of adobe are larger than the conventional 
fired brick. The most popular adobe brick is 4 x 8 x 12. Variations 
of this basic size are used for special purposes. The weight of these 
bricks limits their effective use to structures of two stories. 
All of us are familiar with adobe in California. The adobe houses 
built before the 1930's were, in general, built with unstabilized 
adobe bricks. Those after 1930 have, for the most part, been built 
with stabilized adobe. In other words, a stabilizer has been added. 
Both types provide attractive, well-insulated homes, cool in sum-
mer and warm in winter. The stabilized adobe homes have been 
made with a better product, providing low-cost maintenance, more 
insulation for your money, the heaviest building material for 
soundproofing, providing a clean and sanitary home far superior 
to the conventional adobe home of the past. 
If we immerse both bricks in water we discover that our un-
stailized brick has just about dissolved in a matter of seconds 
while the stabilized brick is intact. Remember, nearly )f of the 
world's population lives in homes made of bricks like this one, dis-
solved in water. We want to transform those homes into buildings 
made with bricks such as this one. Take my word for it, this sta-
bilized brick will continue to remain in one place indefinitely 
underwater. At the conclusion of my speech, I'll drink this water 
to indicate the cleanliness of it. 
It is this improved product which can be used for stronger, 
cleaner, healthier, longer-lasting homes for millions of people 
around the world. 
There are many stabilizers that are used in the making of a soil 
brick. We have stabilizers such as asphalt emulsion, Portland ce-
ment, lime, plastics, etc., in great abundance in the United States, 
and similar developed countries. But this is not the case in many 
of the emerging nations in other parts of the world. Hence, one 
of the important research projects of the Institute is to look for 
new stabilizers, especially those that occur naturally in the areas 
where houses are needed. 
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There are not only technological problems; there are social prob-
lems as well. The problem of introducing technological innovations 
in home building often strikes a snag. People tend to resist change 
for cultural, religious or political reasons. Fortunately, the program 
sponsored by the Institute of using a petroleum stabilizer does not 
demand any radical change in established building procedures. In 
every country, the local methods of brickmaking and construction 
can be used. Utilizing indigenous methods and materials, we en-
deavor to introduce a very modest amount-approximately 5% -of 
asphalt emulsion as a stabilizer into a mud brick and thus make 
it stronger and waterproof. The builder can then proceed to use 
the brick in the same manner as it has been used for thousands of 
years, but now he has a much superior building product, and a 
much better home. These bricks are dried in the sun. They can be 
individually molded by hand, or by machine. We have experience 
in the development and use of a portable rig which can be taken 
from location to location in which blocks can be produced at the 
rate of hundreds per day. Or, for city, community, or urban areas, a 
larger, more permanent plant can be established which can pro-
duce bricks at the level of thousands per day. Under normal con-
ditions, the brick needs to be dried for a period of 30 days before 
it is used. If it can stand for 24 hours without being rained upon, 
it will not slump when rained upon thereafter and rain will not 
affect the strength if it has the opportunity to become thoroughly 
dry. The stabilizer used for commercial projects in California is 
asphalt emulsion. This more sophisticated petroleum may not be 
available in various parts of the world, but research by the Institute 
indicates that a more common road oil can be used successfully 
as well. 
Another area of research at the Institute is the utilization of sta-
bilized soil in the construction of thinner, stronger roofs. This will 
reduce considerably the hazards from earthquakes, for one of the 
great dangers from earthquakes is the collapsing of the roof upon 
the occupants below. Mud roofs of unstabilized soil are especially 
prone to erosion and rain leaks. The householder mends the leak 
by adding another layer of mud. Often, these roofs are as much as 
five feet thick; consequently, it is no wonder that casualties are so 
high when an earthquake strikes, particularly during the night. 
Our research along this line has been limited by insufficient funds, 
but there are one or two areas which appear quite promising. 
In addition to research, the Institute has been providing train-
ing programs in which individuals from housing authorities in dif-
ferent nations have come to the Institute for a 2, 3 or I3 week 
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training period, learning this technology and discovering ways in 
which it might be utilized most effectively in their own countries. 
To date, we have had persons from Egypt, Uganda, Tanzania, 
Mexico, Colombia, India, Indonesia and Afghanistan. In addition, 
we have been able to incorporate training in this technology into 
one Peace Corps program. One of our great needs, however, has 
been a demonstration project in some country in which we could 
build a number of homes using this technology and product. 
Being a non-profit corporation with minimum funding, we have 
not been able to mount such a demonstration on our own. 
It now appears that we will have the privilege of developing a 
demonstration of this kind in Colombia through a joint program 
with the Inter-American Development Bank, the Housing Author-
ity in Colombia, and the Instiute. \Ve propose to build 30 houses 
using stabilized adcbe. An architect from the housing authority in 
Colombia has just finished a two-week period with us and is now 
on his return home, where he will search out suitable sites for this 
project and assemble the necessary equipment and make a few 
experimental bricks utilizing this technology. When everything is 
in readiness, one of our senior consultants at the Institute will go 
to Colombia to supervise a large scale operation of preparing the 
blocks and building the demonstration houses. At the conclusion 
of this project, we expect to have a very fine, successful demonstra-
tion of the utilization of this technology and how it could be in-
corporated in other countries around the world. 
Some preliminary negotiations have been carried on for a similar 
project in Mexico and four men from the Mexican housing author-
ity have spent some time with us at the Institute. We would be 
very happy to explore the possibilities of similar demonstration 
projects in other countries. 
In addition to services, training, research, and demonstration, the 
Institute is endeavoring to provide literature. At present, we have 
brochures on the Institute itself; on the utilization of asphalt 
emulsion as a stabilizer for adobe bricks; a preliminary pamphlet 
on the utilization of road oil; and a technical paper on asphalt sta-
bilized building blocks given at the annual meeting of the Amer-
ican Chemical Society. At the present time, we are negotiating with 
a person in Mexico for the translation of two of these brochures 
into Spanish. In addition, we have a 30-minute film describing the 
Institute and. its technology which is available for loan. This film 
is the reproduction of an educational television program entitled 
"INNOVATIONS" which has been shown across the nation over 
the national educational television network. 
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The Cultures Of Mexico's 
Pacific Coast 
SITES 
Western Region 
1000 B. C.- A . D. 1521 
FRED vV. SCHMID, Sacramento City College 
Sacramento, California 
PRE-CLASSIC AND CLASSIC ( 1000 B. C.- A. D. 950) : El Openo and 
Curutaran (the state of Michoacan). 1000-100 B. C.: Chupicuaro 
(the state of Guanajuato); Mexcala and Tololoapan (the state of 
Guerrero) . 300 B. C.- A. D. 300: Tuxcacuesco, Etzatlan and 
Ocotlan (the state of Jalisco); Colima, Los Ortices and Las Animas 
(the state of Colima); early Ixtl{m (the state of Nayarit); Jiquilpan 
(the state of Michoacan) : A. D. 300- 950. 
PosT-CLASSIC (A. D. 950-1250): Coralillo and Cofradia (the state 
of J alisco) ; Colima and Armeria (the state of Colima) ; middle 
Ixtlan (the state of Nayarit) and Apatzingan (the state of 
Michoacan). 
HisTORICAL (A. D. 1250-1521): Milpa and Autlan (the state of 
J alisco). Periquillo (the state of Colima); Sen Ixtlan (the state of 
Nayarit) and Tzintzuntzan (the state of Michoacan). 
The state of Sinaloa, Nayarit, Colima, Jalisco, Michoacan and 
parts of the states of Guanajuato and Guerrero comprises a region 
of the Pacific Coast known as Western Mexico. The related like-
nesses of the pre-Hispanic cultures in their precise conformity is 
characteristic of the entire extent of this area. The fringe state in-
volved is Guerrero. 
Western Mexico, like most of Mexico, is a region of such rugged 
surfaces and of such contrasts of altitude within short distances 
that the climatic conditions and the cover of natural vegetation 
have very spotty and irregular patterns. As in other mountainous 
areas, there is a general vertical zoning of climate and vegetation 
due chiefly to the decrease of temperature with increasing eleva-
tions. 
Warmest areas of vVestern Mexico occur along the shore of the 
Gulf of California in southern Sinaloa and in the deep valley of 
the Rio Balsas. In both regions, temperatures in the warmest month 
average about eighty-five degreees. The lowest temperatures in 
Western Mexico are experienced on the highlands. Cold air masses 
from northern North America sweep southward as far as Mexico 
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City bringing crop-killing frosts. The Balsas valley is frost-free, al-
though the highlands on either side of it are subject to more than 
twenty days of frost each year. The west coast is generally free 
from frost south of the northern border of the state of Sinaloa. 
Rainfall statistics indicate that the coast of Western Mexico, 
south of northern Sinaloa, receives between twenty inches and 
forty inches a year. That part of the central plateau falling within 
our area of study, and its southern border, also averages twenty 
inches to forty inches of rain each year. In a few places along the 
high western dissected border of the plateau, and in a few spots 
on the plateau, annual precipitation averages as high as forty inches 
to eighty inches each year. 
The vegetation of the north coast of Western Mexico is com-
posed of desert plants and shrubs, which give way to scrub forests, 
characterized by thorny legumes and cacti, as one progresses south-
ward. This scrub forest continues over most of the 'Sierra Madre 
del Sur'. Owing to semi-aridity, large stretches of the western 
border of the highlands are almost without vegatation, and con-
siderable areas are covered with desert shrubs and grasses. Where 
rainfall is sufficient, extensive scrub forests occur on the lower 
slopes. About 4,500 feet, this vegetation gives place to oak forests 
which flourish up to 8,000 feet, beyond which conifers dominate. 
The central plateau contains many zones of vegetation. High plains 
of the interior suffer from lack of rain, being grass-covered where 
there is sufficient moisture and suitable soil, and barren where 
the soil is alkaline or sandy or where local topography most com-
pletely cuts off precipitation. Foothills bordering plains also are 
generally devoid of timber. Lower slopes of mountains are covered 
with scrub forests. Spruce and fir forests clothe the upper slopes 
of some of the higher ridges; the escarpments and borders of the 
plateau have a belt of deciduous trees below the pine forests . 
Timberline is at an altitude of 11,000 to 13,000 feet. 
Archeological sites in Western Mexico vary in nature from simple 
sherd areas to very elaborate cermonial centers containing pyramidal 
structures, masonry buildings, and hillside terracing. The building 
of artificial mounds is a trait very common in most of Western 
Mexico. In some sites, such as in the costal valleys of Sinaloa, the 
mound is simply a low dirt platform seemingly built to raise a 
habitation above the floodwater level of a low-lying valley. The 
majority of the artificial mounds, however, take the general form 
of truncated pyramids which served as bases for structures built 
of perishable materials. Some pyramids are made solely of dirt, 
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others have a dirt core with a stone facing and still others have a 
rubble center with a masonry veneer. In some sites, bits of stucco 
have been found on the stone faces. Large artificial mounds are 
known as far north as La Quenada, Zacatecas, and possibly in the 
vicinity of Durango, Durango. At La Quenada there are truncated 
pyramids similar to those pertaining to cultures of central Mexico. 
The 'yacatas' of Michoadm a unique combination of rectangular 
and circular platforms, have become well known. However, in parts 
of Michoacan, the Tarascan term 'yacata' is applied to all types of 
stone and earth mounds, not merely to the type of structure de-
scribed above which is found at Tzintzuntzan, Ihautzio, and Par-
angaricutero. Some Michoacan artificial mounds apparently were 
built as platforms for religious structures, but others contain burials 
or mark burial grounds. Throughout most of ·western Mexico 
mounds of all sorts are referred to as 'momuxtlis', a Nahuatl term. 
Frequently several large truncated pyramids are grouped together 
to form what must have been religious or civic centers. Knowledge 
of the architectural features of archeological sites in Western Mex-
ico is restricted by the fact that only a few sites possessing archi-
tectural remains have been excavated and reported upon. 
The state of Michoacan boasts the oldest site yet discovered in 
Western Mexico. It is called El Openo, however, Chupicuaro, the 
most important site comes from the state of Guanajuato. It is one 
that is considered to be the "well-spring" from which many of the 
art forms of the major west coast cultures developed. It had a 
highly developed crafts and ceramic center and offered a large 
number of basic forms, nuances and designs. The potter of Chupi-
cuara produced unusual vases and jars, naturalistic decorations, 
such as butterflies, human hands and faces, frogs, and birds. They, 
also, produced vases and jars with geometric designs in mono-
chrome and polychrome. It is dated about 500 B.C. and was a 
highly accomplished local culture. About 400 burials were exca-
vated and studied before the site was inundated by a lake created 
by a flood-control project. 
The smaller figurines produced by the Chupicuaro potters fall 
into the gingerbread category, that is, they look as if they had been 
cut out of a flat sheet of clay and the facial features added by 
'pilling'. This was then further refined with modeling sticks. Mex-
ican archeologists called this 'pastillage'. These wonderful hand-
made figurines have been classified as the H-4 type in the Vaillant 
system. They have unique and expressive characteristics: pro-
nounced acquiline or semitictype noses and heavily slanted eyes. 
Such things as finely detailed headdresses, jewelry or other adorn-
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ments and even rosettes worn on sandals or tied to the ankles seem 
to be peculiar to the figurines of this culture. 
There were both larger and smaller figurines found at other 
Chupicuaro sites, some only one inch high, while others reached 
the incredible height of solid clay pieces of twelve inches. These 
are exquisitely modeled figures and reveal much of the culture of 
the time. The early pottery of Chupicuaro is outstanding because 
of its technical excellence, the richly burnished surfaces with colors 
ranging from black to light brown are outstanding. The latter 
pottery produced was some of the earliest polychrome ware known 
in middie America using black and white against a red background 
with typical geometric designs which include chevrons, crosses, 
zigzags, diamonds, and stepped lines is still considered to be some 
of the outstanding work ever produced in Pre-Columbian Mexico. 
As indicated before the culture of Chupicuaro appears to have 
been a direct ancestor of the major western village cultures. These 
cu:tures for twelve or fifteen hundred years maintained their in-
dependent spirit and continued their archaic traditions as a culture 
for centuries after they were abandoned elsewhere. Those complex 
social religious ideas which formed the nucleus of the theocracies 
of the classic periods they willingly ignored. Even highland in-
fluences do not seem to have penetrated until tenth century Toltec 
and Mixtec styles began to replace the traditions of the west coast 
village artists. The lively and imaginative forms which these artists 
produced give us the following insight of their world. We know 
that the men wore loin cloths which consisted of big sea shells, and 
held in place by a belt. This was possibly a fertility symbol. We 
know frum their figurines that they painted their bodies black and 
blue and their faces and hair white. We also know that the women 
painted their hair red. Their statuettes of children sleeping on cots, 
of women nursir:g and carrying their young, all give us a marvelous 
understanding of this complex village life. As rich a reward as any 
archeological excavations in this area reveal these cultures have 
yet to be thoroughly studied. Little is known of their social and 
religious patterns and of certain chronological associations other 
than that which is indicated from their art. They left behind no 
recorded dates, no hieroglyphic writing and no complex or monu-
mental architecture. It is in their 'genre' art which they left behind 
in their deep chambered tombs that gives us what insight we have 
to these fabulous cultures. 
For many years most archeological finds along the Pacific Coast 
were lumped under one term, Tarascan'. In the last few years it 
has been conclusively demonstrated that the 'Tarascan' culture must 
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be placed within the historical epoch. At Michoacan during the 
13th Century the 'Tarascans' founded their kingdom and called 
their capitol 'Tzintzuntzan'. The 'Tarascan' artisans excelled in 
silver, copper, and gold work and produced objects of great deli-
cacy. Their silver fish with golden scales and cast metal bells in 
the shape of turtles all adorned with metal threads of filigree attest 
to their genuis with this metal. Some archeologists believe that 
many items supposedly of gold produced by the 'Tarascans' were 
really cupper gilded with a coating of gold and thus the gold coat 
was lost after extended burial periods. They were carvers of stone, 
mostly obsidian and rock crystal, and their circular ear ornaments 
of obsidian are unexcelled. Pottery is found in varying forms and 
quantities at every West Coast village site, it runs the gamut of 
shapes from simple bowls to handled teapots, but common to the 
entire areas is the bowl shaped vessel called 'olla'. Unique in 
Western Mexico is the occurrence of minature pottery along the 
northwestern shore of Lake Chapala, Jalisco. These could be votive 
offerings which had been thrown into the water to propitiate a 
god. Tripod vessels are found all over Western Mexico, in fact, 
they occur in most new world ceramics. Its earliest appearance 
seems to be at Chupicauaro. A specialized form of the tripod bowl 
called a 'molcajete' was used as a chili grinder. This traditionally 
three-legged bowl had an incised, scored, or punched floor to form 
a grinding surface. ln the Valley of Mexico this bowl is not en-
countered before the Toltec era. Another vessel called a 'comal' 
was used to make tortillas; it was a thin, quite large and very flat 
form of clay griddle. Handled teapots, stirrup-handled vessels and 
miniature tripod vessels all have been uncovered at Tarascan sites 
and do not appear before 1300 A.D . Pot covers or 'tapaderos' 
shaped like inverted bowls with various styles of handles on top 
presumably functioned as covers for burning incense. Some of these 
'tapaderos' were effigy types. 
The state of Jalisco produces figurines of the gingerbread con-
cept, but larger and more abstract in style. They are often dancers 
standing with a bent leg stance and with arms outspread. Some 
show personages with tall conical hats seated in a cross-legged 
position. The artists of Jalisco continued to make these archaic 
figures long after more advanced forms were introduced. This 
shows the characteristic reluctance to accept change and the un-
usual conservatism of the western village cultures. This conserva-
tism among other things accounts for their surviving for over a 
thousand years. Another type of Jalisco figure found chiefly around 
Guadalajara was a small solid figurine covered with a finely pol-
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ished red slip and decorated with white designs. These small solid 
figures idealized a long headed, long nosed concept of beauty very 
similar to the pre-classic figurines of Teotihuacan. When found in 
family groups the varying sizes of the figures indicated the relative 
status of each member. They are also shown in various poses such 
as warriors in full armour swinging clubs, and musicians playing 
drums dressed in turbans and finely patterned skirts. These figures 
led slowly but surely through stylistic advances towards the large 
hollow figures of which Jalisco is most famous. These powerful 
forms, well modeled, and of impressive size are a lasting memento 
to the sculptural daring of their creators. 
It is generally considered so by most archeologists and art his-
torians that the most talented group of West Coast village artists 
developed near the 13,000 foot high volcano called Colima. The 
modern state of Colima derives its name from the volcano as well 
as the ancient art style. Some of the characteristic traits of these 
clay figurines include elongated legs which taper to points, body 
designs of various kinds applied with black paint, and for Mexico 
a unique innovation, the detailed marking of sexual characteristics. 
The inhabitants of the Colima and Tecoman Valleys, also, pro-
duced striking, hollow statuettes of armadillos, monkeys, wild 
turkeys, etc. Their scenes sculptured from daily life give us a 
marvelous insight of their village life. These people were ruled by 
Caciques and they are depicted in covered stretchers carried by 
naked bearers. \Vomen in childbirth or carrying water or arranging 
their hair; groups of lovers, artists, hunters using slings, sick people 
and invalids, all reveal the everyday life of these people. Sometimes 
whole groups of figurines representing musicians and dancers; the 
musicians playing drums, flutes, rattles, and conch shell trumpets, 
the dancers holding one another's arms and dancing around the 
musicians. Whistles in the shapes of turkeys, frogs, and deer were 
made. 
Dogs were an important commodity to these people for they 
were without sheep, cattle, or pigs, and fattened dogs were a 
major supply of meat. They were a special breed of dog, a hair-
less variety looking somewhat like a dachshund with slightly long-
er legs. Their skin was a warm grey color slightly wrinkled, which 
has given them the name of 'Techichi' from Telt (meaning 'stone') 
and 'chi chi' (meaning 'dog'). Many tomb offerings comprise 
statuettes of these fattened dogs. The myth of 'Xolotl' con-
cerns a ritual prevalent in many archaic Pre-Columbian cultures, 
that is, the custom of sacrificing and burying a dog with its master. 
The ancient Minoans and Vikings along with the highland cultures 
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of Pre-Columbian Mexico utilize this theme in their legend and 
burying ritual. Food offerings to the dead were contained in pot-
tery forms which represented pumpkins, gourds, squashes, and 
squash blossoms. Often the pumpkin is found supported on three-
legs formed by small parrots; their beaks hold the vegetable and 
their tails touch the ground. A highly burnished black pumpkin 
supported by three grinning figures, almost bent double under such 
a heavy load is also a favorite theme. Many of their bowls are 
decorated in high relief utilizing fishes, crabs, shrimp and even 
dogs as design elements. The Colima sculptors produced the most 
varied and imaginative representational clay sculpture in Pre-
Columbian Mexico. Their subject matter ranged from lowly serv-
ants and cargadores with heavy loads on their backs to chieftains, 
dignitaries, musicians, acrobats, ball-players, warriors, hunchbacks, 
and dwarfs-all were portrayed with a lively realism . Women are 
shown with babies and sometimes pregnant, although this is more 
often a theme found in archaic times. A rare example of 'erotica' 
perhaps unique in Mexico are their representations of seated dwarfs 
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with enormously exaggerated genitals. Colima sculptors even here 
were true to life for often the dwarf may have a diminutive body 
and have the genitals of the same size as a normal man. A fertility 
symbol of this kind has been used by many ancient peoples. An 
outstanding example is the Egyptian god 'Nu', who is always por-
trayed as a dwarf with the anatomical proportions described above. 
Another example of the practicality of the Colima sculptors is 
their combining of figures and bowls into effigy vessels. Since the 
figure had to be hollow for technical reasons and air holes had to 
be left, the next logical step was to enlarge the hole so the figure 
could also serve as a vessel in the after life. They also discovered 
that twelve inches was a practicable size for their hollow clay 
figurines, as larger ones could not be easily fired in their simple 
kilns. It has been said that like Jalisco sculptors they were so 
traditionally conservative that although their figures were hollow 
they still followed the form and two-dimensional aesthetics of their 
gingerbread predecessors. It was a slow, slow, step before realistic 
three-diminsional figures were produced. However, great improve-
ments technically began to take place, such as burnishing the figure 
before firing with a stone or smooth pebble. This produced a rich 
deep glowing sheen. Another technical improvement was the nega-
tive paint technique, the same method used by batik artists in their 
decorations of fabrics . A final triumph of technique permitted air 
holes so small they could place them in the eyes. This gives the 
Colima figure a powerful and haunting presence. 
The state of Nayarit is best known for its Toltec site of Ixthin 
del Rio, but earlier two distinctly different but successive styles 
developed here. The earlier style of figurines are hollow, well 
burnished and have polychrome surfaces. They are unique in that 
they have earned the local term 'Chinesco' or 'Chinese like'. This 
comes from their flat broad faces, high cheek bones, and slanted 
eyes which are of the 'pastillage' variety and seem to enhance the 
'China doll' look so peculiar to this one group of figures. The great-
est numbers of these figures come from San Pedro Lagunillas and 
Tequileta in Nayarit and are much sought after by collectors. These 
Nayarit potters also produced much larger figures of nude women. 
The figures have small heads, tiny arms, and usually holding a 
small 'olla' on one shoulder. This shape coupled with enormous feet 
gives the figure a conical shape. Unique to this area are the large 
hollow day figurines, some as large as three feet in height which 
are sculptured in a variety of seated or kneeling positions. This is 
the birth-giving position still used by the many Indians and they 
are portrayed with their hands pressing down on their large 
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abdomens; their features still retain 'Chinesco'- like characteristics. 
The men are depicted as warriors holding clubs and wearing 
helmets and armor made of basketry. The weave of the basketry is 
often indicated by finely incised lines. They are sometimes shown 
as musicians shaking rattles of turtle shells or blowing conch shell 
trumpets. Although their stylizations were often exaggerated and 
fantastic they still retain an excellent sense of sculptural form. 
The latter figurine style is actually called 'Ixtlan' after the 
famous site. These are unburnished surfaces, rougher, but brightly 
embellished with polychrome decorations of red, white, orange, and 
black. Their portrayal of the shoulder capes, mantles and head-
dresses show us how early Nayarit textiles were woven in geometric 
designs. These included diamonds, zigzags, stepped frets and 
stripes. They also used these on their bowls some which like the 
Colima bowls were gourd and pumpkin forms . 
Again we find the village artists of Ixtlan giving us extraordin-
ary insight into the daily life and habits of the village. All mem-
bers of their society were depicted, from small children nursing, 
to old men and women wasted and bent by age and disease. Many 
physicians avidly collect these pieces for their symtoms are so 
clearly illustrated they can easily be diagnosed. A favorite subject 
was the matrimonial: married couple sitting side by side, some-
times sculptured as one double figure. Their flair for minute detail 
often seems naive, but from their sculpture we can deduce the 
exact number of earrings worn by each individual for the men 
and women of Nayarit did not wear ear plugs they wore true ear-
rings through the earlobe and on up the side of the ear, often as 
many as a dozen. The large aquiline nose which they portray was 
also pierced through the septum and rings worn in the perferations. 
No folk art has ever given us such documentary insight as the 
anecdotal art of Nayarit. From their amazing panorama of figures 
and objects we even know that they lived in small windowless huts, 
that persons of note built large two-story houses with one or more 
stairways leading to breezeways on the second floor. These houses 
had large steep pointed roofs and were generally windowless on 
the ground floor. The inhabitants of these houses are almost always 
shown in the pursuit of their daily tasks. The women cooking, 
grinding corn, making tortillas or nursing babies. Dogs and children 
play about and in a quiet corner lovers embrace. 
To the southeast of this region along the Pacific Coast in the 
state of Guerrero is the least explored archeological zone of Mexico. 
This region was extremely important during pre-classic ami early 
classic times and on the coast near Acapulco there exists a partly 
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submerged site of a very large and elaborate archaic culture. The 
uniquely tall female figurines with elegant headdresses that were 
sculptured of clay from this area closely resemble the pre-classic 
figurines of the highland valleys of Mexico. Very little work has 
been done here and almost nothing published on these archaic cul-
tures. Another crudely baked immensely heavy figurine sculptured 
of coarse reddish clay, but covered with a white slip is found 
farther inland; it stands nine to twelve inches high. They always 
represent women in the curious bent legged stan<.:e of Olmec figur-
ines, the head tilted back and their eyes and other details added 
in the 'pastillage' techique. But what is most striking is the great 
ugly gash of an incision which extends from their chest bone to 
their navel. These figurines are so ugly and their brutality so stag-
gerin gthat one is fascinated by their obsessive ugliness. Once one 
gets over the initial shock, it is soon evident they are one of the 
most vigorous and dramatic forms of Pre-Columbian art. Since no 
excavations have been carried out where they have been found, 
little is known about them except that they are usually interred 
in the earth, Indian file; one directly in front of the other. Some 
archeologists believe they represent a fearsome sacrificial rite of 
mother and unborn child, indicated by the long incision in the 
pregnant tora. 
Sculptured stone is prevalent in the southern half of Western 
Mexico, although large stelae are limited to southern Guerrero. Co-
varrubias concludes after collecting their works for twenty years 
that their styles are an amalgamation of La Venta and Teotihuad.n 
and eventually a purely local style developed. Ornamental objects 
such as beads, pendants, and ear ornaments of stone occur in large 
numbers in the states of Guerrero and Michoacan. Here the use 
of jade or green stone is quite common. It is the state of Guerrero 
which has a large concentration of stone masks. Chipped stone 
artifacts such as projectal points, blades and scrapers were utilized 
over the entire area of ·western Mexico. Obsidian was the materi-
al most generally used. Other stone objects of utilitarian form were 
the 'manos' or hand-held grinding stones. 'Metates' in various 
shapes represent the lower grinding stone. The slab 'metate' was 
either plain or tripod. 
Shell objects occur in southern Sinaloa and continued into Guer-
rero, while shell trumpets are found all over Western Mexico. 
Metal working did not make its appearance before the Toltec hori-
zon, approximately 900 A. D . Although metal working had its 
origin in South America, it progressed to Panama and Costa Rica 
where important industries were founded and then apparently was 
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introduced into the Mixtec areas of Oaxaca and finally spread into 
Western Mexico. After the metal working industries reached West-
ern Mexico the use of copper became more common than gold. 
Silver was very rarely utilized. Items fashioned of copper include 
beads, pendants, ear ornaments, bell-shaped beads, finger rings, 
and rattles . Utilitarian articles of copper included hooks, tweezers, 
and needles. 
Not many years ago the are of western village cultures, like that 
of African cultures, was considered barbaric. Rancheros used art 
objects for target practice. About thirty years ago, as in Paris when 
the French artists 'discovered' African art, the modern artists of 
Mexico re-discovered the appealing and powerful art of these 
ancient villages. Men like Rufino Tamayo, David Siqueiros and 
the great Diego Rivera began collecting the old pots and figures 
found by the rancheros. When it was discovered the great mone-
tary value these artifacts held, entire villages became full time 
tomb hunters. Since the local sources have now run dry, the ancient 
sculptors are being paid the ultimate compliment as a new in-
dustry has now sprung up: the fabrication of \Vest Coast archeo-
logical fakes . 
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California Pioneers from Sinaloa, Mexico 
ANTONIO NAKAYA~1A 
Biblioteca Central 
University of Sonora 
Hermosillo, Sonora 
Translation: TRISHA BANTLY 
The small, scattered settlements which existed in northern 
Mexico in the eighteenth century seemed insignificant and far-re-
moved from their distant ultimate ruler, the King of Spain. But 
Spain faced international problems at that time which resulted in 
a policy directly affecting those settlements. In order to protect 
the vulnerable distant borders of her New World empire, Spain 
needed some settlements along the seacoast as definite proof to 
ambitious foreign sea-captains of Spanish ownership. 
This year marks the bi-centennial of the first expedition to Alta 
California, which brought the usual primary elements of Spanish 
colonization, soldiers and priests. Don Gaspar de Portola directed 
the soldiers; the priests who were to establish and direct a new 
chain of missions were under the leadership of Padre Serra. Equal-
ly important, however, were the pioneers and their families, who 
would make California their new home, thus claiming territory by 
right of possession and permanent settlement, in the same manner 
of settlement used later by their English neighbors to the east. 
The first colonizing pioneers began to arrive in Upper California 
in the late 1760's. To colonize that region at that time was truly a 
feat, because the only route was by way of an ocean voyage. The 
cherished idea of Captain Juan Bautista de Anza, a Creole born 
in the Presidio of Fronteras in Sonora, was that of opening a route 
by land, and he was able to achieve this goal in 1774, when he 
traversed the inhospitable Yuma Desert to arrive finally in the 
somewhat more enticing region of Monterey, California. 
Anza returned to Sonora and planned a new expedition. For 
the purpose of recruiting volunteers he went to Sinaloa, Mexico, 
where he enlisted members for the expedition in the towns of El 
Rosario, Culiad.n, Sinaloa, El Fuerte, Alamos, Ures and San 
Miguel de Horcasitas. On September 29, 1775, he began again the 
overland journey to California, this time traveling as far as San 
Francisco Bay, where he founded a presidio of that name, the 
Sinaloans accompanying him being co-founders. Other Sinaloans 
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who migrated to California were recruited by Captain Fernando 
Rivera y Moncada. 
During these first years of colonization, an extraordinary num-
ber of Sinaloans helped settle California, a land where they put 
down strong roots. Almost without exception they took their 
families with them. One can see that there was no lack of daring 
warner>. who faced without fear the dangers and hardships of the 
trip in search of a new life. It is calculated that from Sinaloa, 
Sonora, and Baja California came seventy-five to eighty per cent 
of the adult population that had settled in California territory by 
17go, and of this number, forty per cent were natives of Sinaloa. 
The large migration of Sinaloans can be explained if we consider 
the land of eleven rivers was more densely populated than either 
Sonora or Baja California. Portola, Rivera Moncada and Juan 
Bautista de Anza knew this fact well, and realized that the less 
populated provinces were not likely areas in which to gain re-
cruits for colonizing expeditions. 
But if the number of Sinaloans who traveled to the California 
wilderness is astouPding, even more so is the great number who 
left the town of San Felipe y Santiago. The tiny town must have 
been half-deserted in the wake of the avalanche of her sons who 
abandoned her for the great adventure. 'Vhat was the motive which 
impelled them to do this? The only possible explanation is that 
with the expulsion several years earlier ( 1767) of the Jesuits, who 
initiated the expeditions to California, the economy of the region 
remained in an uneasy state, making life much harder for the in-
habitants; and that faraway land must have been converted into 
an image which attracted them with a vision of hope. Among the 
pioneers who journeyed to California in these early expeditions 
were the following: 
Felipe Santiago Garcia and Bernardo de Heredia were soldiers 
who arrived in Alta California with their families in October of 
1774, in Rivera's expedition. Both men brought with them their 
wives and young families . The Garcias' son Juan· Jose, reputed to 
be the first Creole born in California, was born in San Luis Obispo 
in November of 1774. Similarly, Heredia's daughter Marla Josefa, 
the first Christian daughter, was born in Monterey in February of 
1775. Both Garcia and Heredia were native Sinaloans. 
Two other early pioneers were ancestors of the last Mexican 
governor, Pio Pic6. Sanitago de la Cruz Pic6, who left Sinaloa to 
join Anza's expedition, was Pio Pic6's grandfather. Maria Feliciana 
Arballo, a widow from Sonora, went to California with her two 
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daughters, Eustaquia and Tomas a. Eustaquia married Jose Maria 
Pic6, the son of Santiago Pic6, in 1789, and was the mother of 
Pio Pic6. 
Nearly all of the settlers were Indians, mulattos and mestizos, 
since Creoles constituted a minority of the population. In later 
years, some of them made known the fact that they were Spanish, 
which was not called a lie even though they were supposed to 
declare to which caste they belonged upon enrolling in an expedi-
tion. But this was a "little white lie," because on the whole the 
population was so small that nearly everyone knew everyone else, 
and they were all generally truthful with · one another. Spaniards 
from Spain, "Peninsula Spaniards," did not journey there dming 
this period. The white people who did travel to California were 
Creoles, which was strongly pointed out when they declared them-
selves to be "Spaniard front Sinaloa," or "Spaniard from the Cosala 
army camp," etc. Besides, in that busy, growing society no one 
was preoccupied with the question of racial colors or social dis-
tinctions. An example of this has already been seen in the last 
Mexican Governor, Pio Pic6, who was the grandson, on his father's 
side, of a humble mulatto from San Javier de Cabazan, and on 
his mother's side of a no less humble mestizo woman from San 
:Vliguel de Culiacan, Sonora. 
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Seventy-eight years after Portola's expedition, the United States 
took possession of California. The sons and daughters of those 
pioneers who opened the territory of California to the civilised 
world were relegated to a secondary station, and the Hispanic 
culture, which the audacious pioneers had brought to their adopted 
land, was replaced by the Nordic culture of these new people. But 
their heritage in California is still strongly evident. The numerous 
Spanish names for cities and towns, the missions which are still 
in operation, that which is still seen in ruins, and general interest 
in things "Spanish" (which now centers more around Mexican 
interests), all of these continue to speak of the efforts of those 
Indians, mulattos and mestizos who once blazed a trail from the 
northwest corner of New Spain to the wilderness lands which now 
form the golden corner of the continent. 
Today, California is perhaps the most prosperous region in the 
Americas, and, as has happened from the beginning, it continues 
to be an image which fascinates the Eastern United States as 
well as many Mexicans who go there by the same route opened by 
those early pioneers. A marvelous land, Anglo-Saxon in almost all 
aspects, California still has a subtle difference from the other 
American states. A little more than a century of penetration has 
not been able to eliminate something that makes people born there 
of Mexican parents proclaim with ardor their Mexican ancesh·y: 
that is the Latin spirit that the people of Sinaloa, Sonora and Baja 
California took there with them. For Californians of today, to be 
a descendent of those brave people is a stamp of pride. 
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"\Valter Frame, Sacramento at-
torney, addressing the guests at 
the California History Institute 
on :\larch 21, 1969, at the Uni-
versity of the Pacific. 
wALTER FRAME 
Only nine men accompanied Leland Stanford to ceremonies 
marking the completion of the Pacific Railroad at Promontory in 
1869. J. D . Stillman, an old friend of Stanford, and San Francisco 
coroner; Silas W. Sanderson, associate Justice of the Supreme Court 
of California and a long time Sacramento resident; A. P. K. Safford 
newly appointed governor of Arizona Territory; the three current 
government inspectors of the Central Pacific: William G. Sherman; 
J. W. Harris and F. A. Tritle, who was soon to be governor of 
Nevada. Also aboard were Edgar Mills, son of Darius Ogden Mills, 
California's leading banker, and Dr. W . H . Harkness, editor of the 
Sacramento Press. 
Thomas Hill's picture "Driving the Last Spike" which hangs in 
the State Capitol in Sacramento is crowded with the protraits of 
Californians who were not present at Promontory including that of 
Theodore Judah who had been dead for six years. lt is part of the 
folklore which surrounds the railroad story. 
The trip to Promontory was made in Superintendent Crocker's 
private car, equipped with kitchen, sleeping and dining facilities. A 
commissary car was loaded with fruit, food and wine for the cele-
bration. Also carried were no less than three "last spikes". One of 
gold was supplied by David Hewes, a San Francisco contractor. 
A second gold spike was the gift of San Francisco newspaperman, 
Frank Marriott; thee third, supplied by the Territory of Arizona, was 
a mixture of gold, silver and iron. At Reno, Virginia City presented 
a fourth "last spike" of Nevada silver. Also on board was a polished 
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laurel wood tie supplied by \Vest Evans who had been a tie con-
tractor. 
The little special train got off to a bad start. It was nearly 
wrecked by a log carelessly placed on the track near Donner Lake. 
At Wadsworth the damaged locomotive was removed and the two 
cars attached to the regular passenger train pulled by the locomo-
tive, "Jupiter", which by inadvertence made is name in history. 
The special arrived at Promonotory on May 7th, well in time for 
the scheduled ceremonies on May 8th. However labor trouble and 
heavy weather delayed the official Union Pacific party, and the 
wedding of the rails actually took place on May lOth, 1869. 
Stanford and his party returned to California which had wildly 
celebrated the completion with three full days of celebrations, in-
cluding parades, civic dinners and the firing of batteries at Fort 
Point. 
The principal owners of the Central Pacific had achieved a 
railroad which connected California with the east coast. Many 
thought that it could not be done across the mountains. Few 
thought that it could be built within a span of shortly over six 
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years. The railroad was a fact, but the problem remained what to 
do with it. The owners felt they had the choice of keeping and 
running it, or selling out. Charles Crocker sold out immediately, 
taking his partner's notes, and left for Europe. The railroad was 
left in the hands of its principal owners C. P . Huntington, Leland 
Stanford and Mark Hopkins. 
No one knows how much the railroad cost to build, since the 
Big Four paid themselves for building it, and conveniently lost 
the books. However, their pay was taken in stock as well as cash; 
stock which had no determined value, and which in the early days 
at least had no sale at any price. The problem involved in owning 
this stock was that the Central Pacific was a California corporation. 
If the railroad should fail, under California law the stockholders 
were personally liable for its debts. 
This fact haunted the owners. They decided to sell out. They 
tried twice; once with Tom Scott of the Pennsylvania Railroad, and 
again with a California syndicate. Both deals fell through. 
The threat of railroad bankruptcy was real. One expected source 
of traffic was the transportation of people and goods to and from 
the Far East. However while the rails were being joined at Prom-
ontory, De Lesseps was completing the Suez Canal. The oriental 
trade never developed as planned. 
In 1870 the post war depression struck a stunning blow to the 
national economy. The years of war inflation and war economy 
were over. Business enterprises toppled. Banks and railroads failed. 
California was very hard hit, and the railroad was largely re-
sponsible for the trouble. For years California merchants had 
purchased on the east coast in greenbacks and sold on the west 
coast for gold, getting a double profit on such transactions. Cali-
fornia had a tight little monopoly created by space and time. In-
dustries such as woolen milling, locomotive and car buildings, and 
shipbuilding flourished. 
The railroad quickly ended this artificial economy. California 
could not compete with cheap eastern goods. The railroads brought 
goods cheaply and quickly to the ·coast, and west coast manu-
facture collapsed. California faced hard years of readjustment. 
The Big Four were left with their railroad. Charles Crocker 
came back to the fold because his partners were unable to pay him 
off. They saw only one way to survive- to maintain a rail monopoly 
in California and to control transportation rates. 
They had been forced to deal with opposition from the very 
start. The Sacramento Valley Railroad had been completed for 22 
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miles to Folsom in 1856. When the Central Pacific broke ground 
in January 1863 the Sacramento Valley was getting a rich haul 
from freight for the booming Comstock Lode, which took its 
freight out of Folsom over toll roads into Nevada. 
The Big Four built a better road from Dutch Flat over Donner 
Summit. This road would serve to aid in the building of the 
Central Pacific. It would also train the Comstock freight to its first 
terminous at Newcastle, 31 miles from Sacramento. It was typical 
of these men that the road was built as their own private enter-
prise, and the railroad paid toll like any freighter. 
The Sacramento Valley fought back. Denouncing the Central 
Pacific as the "Dutch Flat Swindle" it announced plans for extend-
ing its own line into Nevada. The building continued as far as 
Shingle Springs when it fell into the waiting hands of the Central 
Pacific in 1865. 
Apparently the Central Pacific was not concerned with a San 
Francisco connection at its start. This was to be supplied by the 
Western Pacific Railroad formed by the owners of the San Fran-
cisco and San Jose Railroad which had been completed in 1864. 
By this route, traffic was to be brought to San Francisco by way 
of Stockton and San Jose, a distance of 160 miles. 
As the success of the Central Pacific became more sure this ar-
rangement became intolerable to the Big Four. The Western Pacific 
suffered a decline, and was shortly in the hands of the Central 
Pacific. A line was built from Vallejo Mills, now Niles, to Hay-
ward where it connected with the San Francisco and Alameda 
Railroad, also controlled by the Central Pacific. This route opened 
for traffic on September 6, 1869. By November, 1869, a route was 
completed through Oakland, and service was shifted to the site of 
Oakland Pier. 
Even more dangerous competition developed. In 1867 a railroad 
named the California Pacific was formed. It took over the Napa 
Valley railroad running from Vallejo to Calistoga, and from a point 
approximately ten miles north of Vallejo named "Napa Junction" 
built eastward to Suisun, Dixon, Davisville and Sacramento, reach-
ing its objeectives in 1868. In 1869, it built north of Davisville to 
Woodland and Marysville. Plans were announced for further build-
ing up the Feather River to Nevada and on to Ogden. 
The California Pacific offered faster and more comfortable 
service to San Francisco by boat connection at Vallejo. Even after 
completion of the connection to Oakland, passengers deserted 
Central Pacific trains at Sacramento for this route. The threat 
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ended in 1870 when the Central Pacific purchased the capital 
stock of the California Pacific. Perhaps that is what the owners 
planned from the beginning. There was a final merger in 1876. 
The principal owners of the San Francisco and San Jose were 
not used to being financially mauled, as they had been in the 
Western Pacific deal. In 1865 they incorporated the Southern 
Pacific Railroad, and Congress authorized them to build the west-
ern link of the Atlantic and Pacific Railroad, over what is now the 
Santa Fe route. It is interesting to note that the much berated 
corporate entity of the Big Four was created as a rival to their 
power. 
In April 1868, the Southern Pacific started building south from 
San Jose bound for the Colorado River. This time the Big Four 
were forced to pay the full price demanded by the owners. Peter 
Donahue was backed by the powerful Bank of California. The 
owners of the San Francisco and San Jose and Southern Pacific 
retired with a net profit of one million dollars . 
The Central Pacific build this road as far as a Tn~s Pinos. It 
was then decided to build down the San Joaquin Valley and avoid 
the Coast Range. At Mojave, one line turned west to Los Angeles. 
The line to Needles continued through the desert, and reached the 
Colorado River in time to block the advancing Santa Fe. While 
holding this position, the Big Four, in the name of the Southern 
Pacific, built from Los Angeles to Yuma, through the Arizona and 
New Mexico, and by means to connecting leased and purchased 
lines reached New Orleans. Purchasing the Morgan Steamship 
Company, the railroad was able to deliver goods on its own facil-
ities directly to the eastern seaboard. 
This tight monopoly lasted until the Santa Fe broke through in 
November 1885. It starved the Union Pacific, since freight was di-
rected over Southern Pacific rails wherever possible. Two other 
railroads managed to break through, the Los Angeles and Salt Lake 
under Union Pacific control in 1005 and the new Western Pacific 
in 1910. By that time California had grown to the point that a 
monopoly was no longer necessary. By 1905 the Big Four were 
beyond caring. 
The Big Four sold their railroad services exactly as they had 
conducted their retail businesses in Sacramento. They set rates as 
high as the traffic would bear, just as they had sold yard goods 
and blasting powder at the highest price they could get consider-
ing the market. If the price of wheat was high, so was the freight 
rate on wheat. Stockton and Sacramento were the only inland 
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towns having comparatively low freight rates, because water com-
petition was available, and the Railroad could not control the 
rivers. The railroad rates probably kept river traffic going to 
Colusa, Marysville and Red Bluff long after its time. One river 
captain employed steam tractors to haul long trains of wagons 
loaded with wheat to the river banks. 
The freight rate to Reno for years equaled the rate from the 
East to San Francisco and back to Reno. The San Joaquin Valley 
Railroad was virtually built by popular subscription to compete 
and to lower freight rates . The Santa Fe purchased it, to the sorrow 
of C. P. Huntington, who saw it failing and falling into his hands. 
One indication of these rates is that San Francisco firms found 
it profitable to have goods shipped to Europe and then trans-
shipped around the Horn on foreign bottoms. This was stopped by 
an act of Congress. 
This monopoly saved the investment of the Big Four and made 
them among the very wealthy men of their time. It also saved the 
Central Pacific. Almost every railroad, including the Union Pacific 
and the Santa Fe, went into bankruptcy. The Central and Southern 
Pacific railroads did not fail. 
The railroad opened up the State for settlement. The San 
Joaquin Valley was a good imitation of a howling wilderness when 
the railroad started building south from Lathrop in 1870. Year 
after year the immigrant trains brought settlers for the countryside 
and California grew. 
One of the greatest beneficiaries was the federal government. 
For the building of the road, it had advanced bonds which were 
repaid with interest. In addition, land grants were given to the 
builders. In return, the govenment obtained freight rates one-half 
normal charges. In this way land which was worthless became 
acessible, open for settlement and for taxation. Other government 
land gained in value. The reduced freight rates existed through 
two world wars, perhaps the most magnificent bargain the govern-
ment ever made. 
In the end, the millions did enrich the State of California. Stan-
ford University has repaid its founder's alleged debt to society a 
thousand times. The Huntington Library and Art Gallery is a 
cultural center which can never be duplicated. Lesser benefactions 
such as the Crocker Gallery and the Stanford Home in Sacramento 
have aided the community. Even the Hopkins family left an art 
school in San Francisco. The money returned to the people in 
many ways. 
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THE SUM OF $100WILL BE 
GIVEN TO THE LOCATOR or 
SOME ARTIFACTS LEFT BY, 
OR THE LOCATION OF THE 
LOGICAL SITE or THE CAMP 
OF THE MEN OF THE TRAPPER, 
JEDED/AH SM ITH 
WHO LEFT HIS M[N IN THE 
FRENCH CAMP AREA IN 1827. 
Documented htstorica.[ resea.rch 
wllL be a.ccepted. 
([a,Lma.n'tS sho .. [J c.on'ta.c.t. 
Mr. Wa.rren f-l. Ather-ton, 
PresLc.!ent of the JeJeJl"'h Smtth 
Sodet.y. 
4-63-3529 
The first American to visit the Calaveras region was probably 
J edediah Strong Smith and two of his men, Silas Goble and Robert 
Evans. On May 20, 1827, with eight horses and two mules, Smith 
set out to cross the Sierra to the Great Salt Lake from a camp on 
the lower Stanislaus. He called the river the Appelamminy River. 
The crossing was made in eight days despite the obstacle of snows 
from four to eight feet in depth. This was the first crossing of the 
Sierra by a white man. 
Smith with a party of seventeen trappers had set uot from the 
Vicinity of Salt Lake in the fall of 1826 on a trapping and explora-
tion trip. After making his way to the Misson San Gabriel, Smith 
explored and trapped up through the San Joaquin Valley until he 
reached the Stanislaus River where he left most of his party and, 
after several attempts, made a successful crossing of the Sierra. 
Although historians have previously considered the Sonora Pass as 
the most likely route taken by Smith, the latest study made by 
Francis Farquhar places his route across the Sierra by way of 
Angels Camp, Murphys, and Ebbetts Pass. He then descended the 
East Carson River, crossed to the West Walker and then made his 
way across the desert to Salt Lake. 
From: Calaveras, The Land of Skulls (The Calveras Country) by Richard 
Coke Wood; published by the Mother Lode Press, Sonora, California, in 
19.5.5; page 2 . 
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MOODS OF THE COLUMBIA by Archie Satterfield (Seattle: 
Superior Publishing Company, 1968), 192 pp. 
Mr. Satterfield has chosen the Columbia River Basin as an 
example of the beauty and conh·ast of the Pacific Northwest. This 
excellent collection of photography encompasses the diverseness 
of the Northwest. The photography is by Ray Atkeson, Jan Fardell, 
Lambert Florin, Alfred A. Monner, Forrest Patrick, Josef Scaylea, 
James Stanford, Bob and Ira Spring, and Archie Satterfield. Moods 
of the Columbia will certainly be an addition to your books of 
western photography. 
WESTCOAST WINDJAMMERS IN STORY AND PICTURES by 
Jim Gibbs (Seattle: Superior Publishing Company, 1968 ), Ap-
pendices, 192 pp., $12.95. 
STEAMSHIPS AND MOTORSHIPS OF THE WEST COAST by 
Richard M. Benson (Seattle: Superior Publishing Company, 
1968), Index, 175 pp., $12.95. 
Early sailing ships and the later steamships and motor-powered 
ships played a principle part in the settlement and the develop-
ment of commerce in California, Oregon and Washington. 
Mr. Gibbs has recreated the era of the sailing ship through an 
unusual collection of early photographs of wooden schooners, brig-
antines and barkentines which sailed the West Coast. Included 
is a chapter on the first shipbuilders on the West Coast, and a 
list of commercial ships over 100 tons that were built from 1850 
to 1908. 
Steamships and Motorships of the West Coast is a fascinating 
pictorial history of early steamships and motor-powered ships to 
the present day. 
I think you will find both of the volumes a complement to your 
library of Western Americana. 
GHOST TOWN EL DORADO by Lambert Florin (Seattle: Su-
perior Publishing Company, 1968), 192 pp., $12.95. 
The ninth volume in a series of books on western ghost towns 
by Lambert Florin. Ghost Town El Dorado is a pictorial history 
of now silent settlements of the Pacific Northwest, California, 
Nevada, Colorado, Montana, Utah, Arizona, New Mexico and 
Texas. 
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MILITARY POSTS IN THE POWDER RIVER COUNTRY OF 
WYOMING 1865-1894 by Robert R. Murray (Lincoln: Univers-
ity of Nebraska Press, 1968), Appendices, Bibliography, Index, 
189 pp., $5.50. 
A structural and operational history of Fort Philip Kearny, Fort 
Connor/Reno, and Fort McKinley No. 1 and No. 2. 
THIS WAS PIONEER MOTORING by Robert F. Karolevitz 
(Seattle: Superior Publishing Company, 1968), Bibliography, 
Index, 192 pp., $12.95. 
The first motorists, according to Mr. Karolevitz, had to have an 
adventuring spirit to risk poorly made roads and unpredictable 
machines. He describes the automobile pioneer as "a hardy, dust-
eating, grease-splattered, skinned knuckle spartan of the road". 
THE SPANISH-AMERICAN FRONTIER: 1783-1795 by Arthur 
Preston Whitaker (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1927), 
Index, 255 pp., $1.95. 
THE OLD NORTH TRAIL: LIFE, LEGENDS AND RELIGION 
OF THE BLACKFEET INDIANS by Walter McClintock (Lin-
coln: University of Nebraska Press), Index, 539 pp., $2.95. 
THE PLAINSMEN OF THE YELLOWSTONE: A HISTORY OF 
THE YELLOWSTONE BASIN by Mark A. Brown (Lincoln: 
University of Nebraska Press, 1961), Index, 480 pp., $2.50. 
THE OREGON COUNTRY: A HISTORY OF FRONTIER 
TRADE, TRANSPORTATION, AND TRAVEL by Oscar Os-
burn Winther (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1950), 
Index, 348 pp., $2.95. 
THE LAW WEST OF FORT SMITH: A HISTORY OF FRON-
TIER JUSTICE IN THE INDIAN TERRITORY, 1834-1896. 
(Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press), Appendices, Biblio-
graphy, 333 pp., $1.50. 
SAM BASS by Wayne Card (Lincoln: University of Nebraska 
Press, 1964), Index, 262 pp., $1.95. 
THE GENTLE TAMERS: WOMEN OF THE OLD WILD 
WEST by Dee Brown (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 
1958 ), Index, 317 pp., $1.95. 
A BRIDE GOES WEST by Nannie T. Alderson and Helena 
Huntington Smith (Lincoln: University of Nebraska Press, 1942), 
273 pp., $1.95. 
MARILYN WHITIAKER 
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MR. CALIFORNIA 
Dr. Wood as a baby. 
DR. R. CoKE Woon 
Named "Mr. California" 
on January 25, 1969 
Susie ·wood (Mrs. Thomas 
Townsend.) She brought him 
from Cement, Oklahoma to 
Bishop, California after his 
mothers death. 
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A freshman at the University of the Pacific. 
In Hawaii with his friend! 
80 
Picking bananas at the Univer-
sity of Hawaii. 
With Debate Team at the University of Hawaii. 
Mr. and Mrs. R. Coke Wood 
on the wedding day. Former 
Miss Ethelyn Edson. 
Pictures with the first MR. 
CALIFORNIA, Pacific's Rock-
well D. Hunt. 
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DATES TO REMEBER 
HISTORY CALENDAR 
19-21 JUNE 1969 
Bicentennial Annual A1 eeting, 
Conference of California Historical Societies, 
Stardust Motel, Mission Valley, 
San Diego, California 
19-20 SEPTEMBER 1969 
National Association of Restorat·ion Special-ists Seminar, 
Auburn, Califomia 
25-27 SEPTEi\llBER 1969 
' '"est em Museums League, 
Spokane, 1-Vashington 
27 SEPTE.MBER 1969 
]edediah Smith Rendezvous, 
Hayward, California 
3-5 OCTOBER 1969 
Eighteenth Annual 
North ern California- Southern Oregon Fall Symposium, 
Weaverville, California (Trinity County) 
9-11 OCTOBER 1969 
1-Vestern History Association, 
Omaha, Nebraska 
30 OCT. - 2 NOV. 1969 
23rd Annual Meeting of 
National Trust for Historic Preservation, 
Denver, Colorado 
18-20 JUNE 1970 
Annual Meeting, 
Conference of California Historical Societies, 
Sa·n Carlos Hotel, Monterey, Cal-ifornia 
24-26 JUNE 1971 
Annual M eel'ing, 
Conference of Californ:ia Historical Societies, 
Oakland, California 
... 
